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Qreat Plans at Seattle.
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Pipe Repairing,

Lead

and Iron.

Telephone 134-11.

J. WALDO NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
Tempi· Street, rear Masonic Block,
NORWAY.
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HOLLISTER'S

Roe!;y fountain Tea Nuggets
Emy ils*Lids· far Bijy Peopl·.
Brlujs G^lvieu Health and Ejcawed Vigor.
A

specific

for Constipation, Indigestion. I.lve
A
and Ktûu -ν Troubles, I'impU-s. Eczema, Impure
Bluori. Ii.il Breath, ^luecah Bowels. Headache
an<l Backache. It's R >cky Mountain Tea in tabUenuine made by
let form. 3Γ. cent* a box.
Uuu.ieTt;n Dit.·β Courant, Madison, Wis.

GOLDEN NU6GETS FOR TALLOW PEOPLE

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

Edgings,

The livestock show of the Alaskawill open
Yukon-Pacific Exposition
Sept. 27 and close Oct. 9. An appropriation of 9100,000 has been made for
premiums in this department of the
exposition, and it has been arranged to
bring the best livestock from the largest
shows in the United States to Seattle
daring the closing period of the 1909
world's fair. Two livestock show circuits will close at Seattle. The main
circuit will
bring blooded stock to
Seattle from the shows at Hamlin,
Minn.; Kargo, N. D.; Helena, Mont.;
Spokane and Portland. The southern
circuit, which opens at Sacramento,
Cal., and shows iu Salem and Portland,
Ore., will also close at Seattle on the
same dates.
Classification and rules governing the
exhibiting of livestock, together with
the premium lists, have been sent out to
ail parts of the United States and Canada in response to requests from owners
aud breeders of blooded livestock and
the large number of inquiries that have
been received indicates a widespread interest in this branch of the 1909 fair. A
number of the best known breeders in
the United States and Canada have already expressed their intention of participating in the show.
Approximately ten acres have been
set aside for the stock yards on the
grounds of the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific
Exposition. The site is within easy
walking distance from the main portion
of the grounds, and the transportation
facilities are excellent, as the Northern
runs
Pacific Railway
through the
grouuds at that point.
The livestock show is designed to promote the raising of blooded stock on
the Pacific coast. During the last two
years there has been a great demand in
both Japan and China for fancy stock,
and the heaviest shipments out of the
United States have been made to these
countries. In both China and Japau
there is an area of development in dairying, and this trade would naturally come
to the Pacific Coast country if the blooded stock could be secured here. As it is
now, most of the shipments have been
made from the East and Middle West.
At nearly all of the expositions held
in the past separate dates have been
given for the livestock and poultry
shows, but at the Alaska-Yukon Pacific
Exposition the two will be combined
under the livestock show.
One of the novel features of the exhibits of farm products will be the display from Alaska. A recent report of
the United States Department of Agriculture sets forth that Alaska can furnish homesteads of 320 acres each to
200,000 families, and has abundant rea
sources to support
population of

3,000,000

persons.
The fioral display will be the most
beautiful ever shown at an exposition.
Every advantage has been taken of the
natural conditions to carry out the landscaping features, and floral growth
never before seen iu this country will
have an important part in the decorations. Iu the greenhouses and nursery
gardens, which have been in operation
for two years, more than one million
plants are ready to set out.—Tribune
Farmer.

Science in Breeding.
The American Breeders' Association
will bold its fifth anuual convention in
connection with Missouri's agricultural
organization* at Columbia, Mo., Jan. 6,
Τ and 8, Wednesday, Thursday aud Friday. Willet M. Haye, Assistaut Secretary of Agriculture, is the secretary of
this society. In a recent interview he
said :
South Paris, Maine.
"Next to the conservation and efficiency of the physical, mental and moral
edu
energy of American youth through
cation which tits them for practical life,
stands the problem of utiliziug the
forces of heredity in the improvement of
Portland Division.
all forms of life." This American Breeders' Association represents a part of
FIRST CLASS KAUK Sl.OO.
America's great policy of conservation
STATEROOMS Jl.OO.
of natural resources. Ueredity in plants
Steamships "Governor Dingley" or and animals is a source of marvelous
Franklin
"Ransom B. Fuller" leave
Utility. The United States produces
Wharf, Portland, week days ouly at §7.000,000,000 of plant and animal prodOf this amount, $5,000,7 P. κ., for Boston.
ucts annually.
000,000 comes from crops and animals.
Roturulng
Now, it is conservatively estimated that
the
Leave Union Wharf, Boston, waek over 10 per cent can be added to
value of these crops and animals by
days only, at 7 p.m., for Portland.
of
the
breeding, at a cost of 1 per cent
Through tickets on sale at principal increase, or at a rate of 10,000 per cent
railroad stations.
profit. In other words, by improving
American breeds of cattle, horses, sheep,
Freight rates as low as other lines.
fruits and other
swine, field crops,
All cargo, except Live Stock, is in1500,000,000 clear profit can be
plants,
risk.
fire
marine
sured against
and
added to Uncle Sam's annual income, or
$5,000.000,000 every ten years.
J. F. LISCOMB, Genera! Agent,
"Realizing the great potentialities in
Portland, Me.
heredity, I cast about nearly ten years
ago to develop some agency which
would foster a national improvement to
secure to the people of America these
added billions of wealth by working out
Served at all hour».
scientific laws and methods of breeding
and putting into operation efficient
WENTWORTH HOUSE,
for the breeding of crops and
South Paris. agencies
animals. I first went to Secretary WilAs a result of that
son for his advice.
conference, the American Breeders'
Association was organized. Over forty
FOR
committees, in charge of the investigation of every phase of animal and plant
breeding, will report at the Columbia
meeting. Besides these, speakers prominent in investigations in heredity in
plants and animals and iu practical
it quickly absorbed.
breeding will take part in the proGu«t Relief at One·.

Stove Wood and

Coal at

A. W. Walker & Son's,

Eastern Steamship Company.

Hot Oyster Stew

A Reliable

Remedy

CATARRH

Ely's Cream

Balm

It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased mem.
brane resulting from Catarrh and drives
Κ est ο res
away a Cold iu the Head quickly.
the Senses of Taste and Smell, Full size
50 et», at Druggist* or by mail. Liquid
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 cts.
El ν Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.

DON'T LOOK

FOR BARGAINS
When you are trouble*! with your eye··.
Have your eyes examined by

DB.

PABJIENTEH,

Specialist
Come Here.
Consult Île.

Norwuy,

M·.

KILL™ couch

urn

CURE
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Education for Farmers.

AMONG THE FABMERS.

PARK,

SOUTH PARIS,

LUNC8

Dr. King's
New Discovery
wi™

JEfc.

SCOPE OP THE SHOBT WINTXB
AT

are

Farms Need Lime.
Many farms of the country noed more
lime, says E. L. Vincent in Farmers'
Voice, and then he asks, what proves

this? Look at the fields which are growing up to sheep sorrel! Many of them
fox's tail. This proves
are as red as a
the presence in the soil of acid which
needs to be counteracted. This can best
be done by the use of lime, or fertilizer
in which lime is a liberal constituent
part. I do not mean by this that we are
to go on and make one grand swoop of
•owing lime and then settle back into
the old rut for a number of years. I do
mean that in
my opinion it would be
wise for us to scatter some lime over
sach fields as indicate by the presence
of sorrel an acid condition for a number
of years in succession. 1 have in mind
one farmer who sowed lime with oats
in the spring of the year. A single
dressing caused the sorrel to largely disappear, proving that he was on the right
track. But it came on again in a few
years. Now, if he had followed that
first treatment up with two or three
more, perhaps not quite so heavy, it appears to me that he might have gained

charged.

The course in general agriculture consists of soil management, the maintaining of and restoring lost fertility, treatment of "run down" land, improvement
of soils by draining, rotation of crops,
tillage and green manuring, manures
and fertilizers and farm crops.
The course in dairying and animal
breeding consists of practice work in
the creamery, Babcock testing, the determining of total solids in milk, the
ripening of cream, the operation of separators, churns, butter workers, the
making of butter and preparing it for
market, together with the breeds and
breeding of dairy cattle. There will be
lectures

on

veterinary science, animal

feeding and nutrition.

There will be other short courses this
including the third annual
which will begin on
farmers' week,
March 8, and the short poultry course,
which immediately follows farmers'
week. The woman's section of farmers'
week promisos to be full of interest.
Conferences are to be arranged for
school committees and town officers. If
the attendance at these coursée last
is any source from which to
season
judge the interest among the farmers in
this institution there will be a far larger
benefit arising
attendance and more
from this course than from any previous

winter,

ones.

Possibilities of

Corn

Improvement

for the Farmer.

None of our cultivated plants yield
readily to breeding and improvement than corn.
Both male and female organs of reproduction are found on the stalk. The
silks are the pistils or female organs,
the tassels are the male organs and furnish the pollen. The tassels produce
large quantities of pollen which falls on
the pistil underneath or the grains are
blown about the field and fertilize the
pistils of other plants. This accounts
for the well-known fact that all types of
corn intermix and that it is unsafe to
nearer
grow two distinct types of corn
than a half mile of et»ch other, if it is
desired to keep them from mixing.
If you will examine the roots you will
see that they are of two kinds—the
fibrous roots which gather food and
nourish the plant, and the secondary
roots coming off from nodes sometimes
several inches above the surface of the
ground and act as braces to hold the
plant upright. The fibrous roots completely fill the soil to the depth of
several inches after the corn has been
plauted about six weeks. A knowledge
of this fact is most important in determining the kind of cultivation that
shall be given. Deep cultivation prunes
off a large number of these feeding rootlets, retarding and dwarfing the growth
as well as allowing the soil to dry out,
causing a loss of much moisture so
essential to corn development. An increase of 15 to 20 bushels per acre has
been obtained by ehallow cultivation.
Corn breeding should begin with most
careful selection of seed. The first step
is to select a type and perhaps a variety
that is adapted to the region. Ability
to mature, yield, hardiness, and the
possibility of improvement should be
carefully considered. After this the
selection of the seed itself ia of primary
importance. Few people realize that
more

plants possess individuality
animals.—Maine Farmer.

as

well

as

Encourage Your Horse.
The fact that, with few exceptions,
all animals eojoy human companion-

ship and that the horse ranks first in
his appreciation of sociability is fully
appreciated by all who understand
equiue nature. It is utterly impossible

for a trainer to gain the respect and con·
(i'lence of his charges if be does not
talk to them. The amount and quality
of conversation used in giving commands
or in censuring the animal when a command has been misinterpreted is not
sufficient. Take advantage of every opportunity that offers to give yonr
charge a friendly word or pat; it will encourage him to greater efforts and incidentally will place you on more friendly terms with yourself. The horse fully
realizes when one speaks to him kindly;
and although some socalled human
beings may not always appreciate the
kindly tone the horse always does. The
horse that trusts his master will do anything he can for him, which is not the
promise of a politician, either. The
horse will do it or die. One of the
secrete of all skilled trainers and teachers is that a low, well-modulated voice
is much more effective than harsh words
This ia most especially true
or a whip.
of the horse whose sensitive, excitable
makes
him so miserable and unnature
strung when angry words are yelled at
him that he loses his head entirely and
the lesson such words were intended to
convey is not only lost, but a bad effect
is produced.—Horse World.

■orse Is Still King.
the assertion that the horse

Despite

would be driven out of business when
the automobile first came into use, just
the opposite is the case and the king of
the turf is more than holding his own
with the motor cars. In fact, be ia
worth more in comparison than the
most expensive machines that are manufactured. A glance at the daily reports
will convince the most skeptical that
the prices of horses are higher to-day
than ever before and that cannot be said
of automobiles, for they are steadily declining in cost. Another proof that
horses are growing in popularity is furnished by the announcement that more
horse shows will be held this year than
ever before in the history of the United
that the
States. This demonstrates
wealthy classes are not spending all
even if
that
and
autos
on
their money
they do own one or two "devil wagons,"
they also have a good stock of standard
breds. There never bas been any question of the horse's popularity among the
farmers, so this latter fact should prove
conclusively that the auto is not as
dangerous a factor in the motive world
as its promoters would have us believe.
It may be that automobiles will not
prove to be simply a fad, as bicycles
were, but even if they shonld be pot to
practical use, both in the city and on the
farm, we prediot that the horse will be
used to draw the hearse in which the
automobile is taken to its last resting
place.—Journal of Agriculture.

j

Lady Hetty

COLLEGE.

Circulars are now out giving the fall
programme of the short winter course
at Maine Agricultural College, together
with other matters agricultural at that
institution the coming winter. The
dairy and general agricultural course
begins on Feb. 5, 1Θ09, and continues
four weeks.
The short winter course is offered
especially for farmers, creamery men,
dairymen and others who oannot leave
their business for any great length of
time, but who wish to necome familiar
with the latest and most approved practical methods of farming. The work is
extremely practical, and is given in such
a way that those who take the course
can put the principles learned into practice on their own farms. As much is
crowded into the four weeks as can be
comprehended by those taking the
No tuition or fees of any kind
course.

gramme.

"Through the efforts of this association the American people are being
aroused on the subject of breeding and
improving the heredity of plants and
animals. Plans are under way for an
association magazine which will adequately represent these vast interests
and keep their importance fresh in the
public mind until this great national
resource is conserved and developed."—
Tribune Farmer.

AGBICVLTVBAL

MAINE

COURSES

Have you saved a little money this
year? Invest some of It in the old farm;
a complete
victory. Following things do something to make the place better.
00 All THROAT AND LUIWÎ TUMBLES.
ap is «hat counts for most.—New Eng- You could have no better bank than
land Farmer.
your own farm. Every dollar tbns InGUARANTIED SATISFAOTOK*
vested will come back with tenfold InOB XOVET RXFUVDXD.
The creamery does not alone benefit terest.—Farm Journal.
the farmer. It is a source of great satPullets will develop better and more
isfaction and benefit to the merchant
W· Do all Kindt of....
alao, because, where the farmer geta quickly If kept unmated until spring.
cash for hia dairy prodacts he is able to No pullets should be used for breeding
JOB PUNTING.
that are less than ten months
pay the merchant cash.—Chicago Live purposes
ι of
age.—Farm Journal.
Atwood A ForbM, SohKi Pari·. Stock World.
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The

Across the Water

By C. N. (S A. M. WILLIAMSON
I

Copyright, 1906. by MeClarw. TbilUpj <3

•^Chapter ΓΙ
mm

t

I

>—iFTER you

&
gy
^7^5
'*·

have seeu notb·

Co.

log. took charge or my nanaoag, my
sunshade and coat, with her mistress'
Tbe
and Mies \Yoo<lburn's things.
moment had come to bid tbe ship

goodby.

"Now," said Mrs. Ess Kay, slipping
lug hut water fur day*
"I wonder, dear
it's odd bow excited you her arm Into mine,
mind being left
ure
on
seeing a little child, if yon would

J

land. Just η little. UttU
laud and not at all lu
terestlug to look at; a strip of gray
Kind or a patch of green grass, aud
you have l»eeu only a few days awaj
from such things, yet somehow you
want to jump up and dowu and sboul

ft1,

for Joy.
More than balf tlie first class passengers on our ship were Americans,
coming home, aud I suppose tbey had
gone awuv because they wanted to go
If thi'V bad liked tbey could have
stopiK'd in their owu country as well
as iJ J?. and I heard some of theni saying during the voyage that if tbey
could they would spend nine month*
But tbey
out of the year In Paris.
made as much fuss over tue first
lump of sand we saw as If we were
discovering the uortb pole. Some of
them had taken this trip a dozen times
or may lie mow. but any one would
have thought It was as new to them
to me.
It seemed as If 1 were sailing In a
dream to a dreamland, and everything
woukl be a dream till I found myself
waking up at home. If any one had
pinched me 1 hardly believe
have felt it as 1 stood by the ral.
while we steamed toward New \orfc
We passed a big fort and some neat
little bouses, which looked like om
There was Long s·
cers· quarters.
land aud Coney Island, which Mr.
as

alone to deal with tbe custom house
You'd stnnd under your own
letter 'B,* of course."
"Oh. Katherine, do you think even
Letter B, which sounds so like a warn-

people?

ing to young
for α

men, a

duchess'

proper chaperon

daughter?" exclaimed

Sally Woodburn.
I laughed, but Mrs. Ess Kay didn't.
She evidently considers things connect-

ed with the American custom house no
fit subject for frivolity. She went on
without answering: "I'm under 'K' and
Sally 'WV We'll both have all we can
attend to wrestling with our own
(lends. and Louise will be just as busy
But you're a British subject, on »
short visit to this country, and the}
won't be as diabolical to you, dear. 1
lid «11 the swearing necessary for you
in the saloon with my own wheu tin
iresome man came on board, ant'
here's really nothing left for you t
tothcr with on the dock except to op<>
•our bo\es and say you have not bin

declare."

ο

lshoul(]

she Is!

While I was wondering whether
they were talking of a lady or a ship
I caught sight of a majestic giantess
obllgiugly holding a torch up to light

it,Jo

«only where all the things

big you
high

are

don't notice them for the
And over there's some of the P»·*·
He pointed, and I saw a great number of enormous objects, ehaped like
Chimneys and apparently about a mU«
high, scattered aimlessly along the

brilliant, limpid
horizon, which
blue.
Great,
"What are they?" I asked.
^
strange factories of some sort?"
Houses where pretty women
"No.
Uve and offices where men make the
was a

I

I
II
11

Llf,

I
I
I

Itérée

,1

I

•7'm ί/ic Evening Bat," he remarked.

I was «lad that since profaulty bad
been called for In the saloon owing to
rim tiresomeness of a man it bad been
y.rs. Kss Kay who wae obliged to give
veut to it, not I; but I felt rather defrauded that I couldn't have heard,
«ud 1 wondered if she had gone so far
All I said out
as to mention "damn."
I
loud, however, was that I was sure
could manage very well In the docks,
and Mrs. Ess Kay appeared much relieved. "That's perfectly sweet of you,

Betty," she said, launching a daggery
glance at poor, inoffensive Sally for

reason which 1 couldn't under·
staud. "1 hope you won't think I'm
horrid not to have asked you to label
with
your baggage 'K,' so it could go
It's better not. for every one
mine.
toncerned. I'll explain afterward why,
"
and Louise shall take you to 'B.'
Louise did take me to "B," which
some

J

^So

I

I
I

I
I

-part of my dream?
Evening Bat looked at him I He
grinned so much more that I was
littl
his
then
at
sharp
first,
crossly
Ί afraid his round black face would
ο
a
into
seemed
face
point
turning
break Into two separate halves, and
h
admiration.
"By .Tehosapha Γ
! looking at me with his woolly head on
on."
live
to
them
for
λ
money
ejaculated. "Homemade gc;ods
one side, he thrust out the basket.
"You must be Joking. Women would
get the preference over British till. I "Fur you, missy," said he, with a
be afraid to perch up there In the sky.
Hme duty or no duty."
funny little accent, for all the world
Besides. It would take too long to go they had thoughtfully printed very
I couldn't think what either of then
! like Sally NVoodburu's.
afraid
of
wall
1
was
first
βρ and down."
at
rnj
wooden
on
a
meant, though
I "They can't be for me. There must
large and black
"Nothing takes long In America. the dock in a row with all the other man intended the other to undmtam
II
be a mistake/9
I, wishing there
to
women
our
to
natural
comes
It
be
de\otu
And
letters of the alphabet. Λ good many that the five minutes would
J wasn't, for the peaches did look dethe
aren't
ordy
perch up high. Statues
people from the ship were collecting to knocking him down, or someth Of 1 liclous, and there were two rosebuds
things we buy pedestals for this side beneath theirs, as if they were animals else violent, as a punishment fo» lin
on top of the basket, one pink,
of the porpoise tank. You Just wait getting ready to Join the procession for pertinence to a defenseless orelguer lying
I the other white. "I don't know any
re
almost
or
was
lnstantl>
mind
and 6ee."
"cat"
But
of
my
the arl: under the heading
I one who could have sent them.
"I don't need to wait to see tnat
Elephant," as the case might be, and 1 loved, for the two men «aikedofTo
"The gent knows you. you bet,
talk
to
stood
nice
are
and
men
women,"
American
they all seemed worried and apprehen- gether quite amicably
replied the Image. "He guv
missy,"
than
nicer
no
Eng- sive. as you do at the dentist's even ing at a distance.
eald I. "Perhaps
me a quarter and axed If I know'd my
to
take
boxtseem
of
one
my
A moment later
lishmen, really, only you
when you try to distract your minci by
alphabet 'nuf to find letter 'B* an' tote
Fancy all looking at the pictures in Punch.
a great deal more trouble.
went by, looking very fat aud
dese yere to the prettiest young lady
ho a
the men at Mrs. Van der Windt'e taLouise put my bag on the wooden on the shoulders of a porter y
I I'd ever seed. Most wlte ladles dej
ble drawing lots every night for the· floor and folded my coat on it "Miladi parently had no head. I rushed ou
looks all jes' alike to me, but you's
right to sit by her and the two Misses will do well to sit down," said she. and seized lt-not the head, but th.
different, missy, an' 1 reckon de tings
would
encour
it
believe
I
don't
was
something
Eastman.
"It may be that the baggage do not box; so there
must be fur vou."
The
have occurred to Englishmen.
With this ebc aging, but I had two pieces of luggng"
come immédiatement."
«im
If
etUI
ones who really wanted to sit there bustled
war
rabbit
Louise
to
the
away
would have tried to get to their places
Most of the other "B's" were mon
ren, wherever It was, leaving me to
first, that's all. 1 do think it was pret- the tender mercies of fellow "B's," wh· fortunate al>out getting their things
seemed far fron
ty of you."
began to swarm around me and buzz nevertheless they
"Wasn't it?
Especially supposing nisirncieaiy.
easy In their inlnds, and, though the:
that they't
none of us particularly wanted—but
I subsided on the bag, which was protested almost tearfully
never mind.
Talking of pretty things, very like sitting on the floor. But It nothing whatever to declare, stern per
The

friendly

J

here are the docks."

They were big enough to satisfy even
my expectations, and I wished that
I'd Insisted on being taken by some
one long ago to visit the London docks,
1 might know whether ours
so that
One never
wore
better or worse.
thinks of going to see things at home,
but I began to suspect that I might
l>e stabbed with Jealoue
some day
with a
pangs ami need to be stuffed
lot of facts about England, though
until I knew Americans I've been in
the habit of tiiinkiug facts the least
interesting things In the world. They
seemed like chairs to sit on or floors
to walk on without noticing what you
were doing, L>ut 1 suppose it might be
awkward without chairs and floors.
Soon we were near enough to New

York to see the tremendous chimney
things clearly, aud they sharpened the
impression that I was sailing straight
into a dream. There could be no such
things in the real world. They wouldn't
Iw possible. But the dream felt very
interesting aud intense all of a sudden. and I didn't want to wake up
from It Just then in spite of Mrs. Else

Kay.

shapes were bright and
giant hollyhocks growin·· i.i irregular rows. Still they did
tall

The

vhid

now.

as

look onu liit like houses or olilces
wluve people could work without going stark, staring mad. I got a queer
idea In my head tint the houses themselves must be buried deep underlike bulbs, with only their
not

ground,

towers sticking up.
The next thing that happened in the
dream was slowing majestically into
our own dock, and that was wonderful. The whole place was alive with

faces, mostly pretty girls' faces, under fascinating hats, gay as flowers
In a flower show, parterre above parterre of brilliant blossoms. Aud they
had all been grown in honor of us.
There was a wild waving of handkerchiefs ou the ship and a frantic
fluttering of white among the flowers,
as If a flock of butterflies had been
frightened np Into the air. Still we
time getting in, and 1
were a

long

But finally
Louis·, who bad attended to my pack-

grew

quite

impatient

stifling down there among people's feet. Besides, mine soon got
"pins and needles." So presently I
popped up like a Jack out of his box
was

and almost knocked off a man's nose
with the crown of my hat
I said, "I beg your pardon!" though
what the nose was doiug so near the
top of my head I couldn't conceive until its owner (fumbling with one hand
for his handkerchief to stanch a
drop of bipod and snatching off his
straw hat with the other, already full
of notebooks aud things) blurted out

abruptly, "Are you Lady Bulkeley?"

I was surprised!
"No," said I, "I'm Lady Betty Bulke-

ley."

"That's all right," said the nose man
if he forgave me for being myself.
"I didn't know but you'd want to be

as

called Lady Bulkeley by strangers."
"It Isn't my name," I said, more
puzzled than ever. I would have tried
to be dignified, as he was a perky
looking young man In an alpaca coat
But when you have Just made a person's nose bleed with your hat It
would seem unfeeling to be so frigid,
though I believe au application of Ice

Is supposed to be beneficial.
"Shall I call you Lady Betty then?"
asked the man, pattlug his nose with
his handkerchief, which luckily for
of
my nerves had already a pattern
pi uk dots on it
"I don't see why you should call me

anything." said I.

With that he produced a card with
a whole string of words printed on it
and poked it under my eyee. "I was
Just going to Introduce myself," he
said. "I represent the New York
Flashlight, and I've been sent by my
If
nnper to get something from you
you'll oblige me."
"Something from me?" I repeated,
"Is it anything to do
-bewildered.
with the customs? I've nothing to declare."
"Just tell me, please, something
Your brother's
about your family.
the Duke of Stanforth, isn't he?" (He
pronounced It "dook.")
"Yes. But""Thanks.
Young and unmarried,
isn't he?"

in uuiform stirred up their boxe!
as I used to do with the nursery pud
ding when all the plums had Bunk t<
the bottom.
I was very tired and very hot, bottei
than I'd supposed people could be, ex
I was l»e
cept in a Turkish bath, and
ginning to be hungry, too. for I'd lunch
ed principally off the statue of Liber
were mon
ty and skyscrapers, which
tilling than lasting as a meal.
I fanned myself with my handker
chief as well as I could and felt sun
I was slowly getting appendicitis, be
sons

thought. Most of the "B's" were golnf
home. They bad homes, lucky people
and if they liked they could presently
have tea.
World without tea.

I caught the eyes of
straight at

Ah mol

When I was small and my nura
talked on Sundays about heaven ant
hell, making the one sound Incredibly
dull, the other Incredibly painful, ]
used to think that I'd ruther go t<

now

some

state when I was roused from α stupk
dream by the man of the steerage sud
in

a

nlo

j

American voice, as nice for a man a (
Sally Woodburn's is for a woman
"Please don't suppose I mean to b
rude or Intrusive, but I wanted to tel j

I
you that I think you won't be annoye*

again, and—just one thing more. Ma; j
I thank you for your goodness on shif
It brightened
board f·
otherwt»£ have been α

enee."

Blind Mrs.

Ess

what

he'll get mos' as brown as me

day."

Then I knew that I was safe In tak
iug the present, so I did and gave the
comical black image two or three 11:
tie round white metal things I'd got
from the purser when I changed some
English money. I didn't know how
much they were, and they looked ridic
Ulously small, but he seemed pleased.
When he had run off 1 turned my at

with one paw up begging fo
something which nobody gave, whili
the years dragged on, and I'd begui
to feel as If I were falling into hi:

speaking

looking

I bad α horrible vision of tills com-

case,

hat and

a man
mo.

pliment proceeding from the Flash
light or the Evening Bat. "What was
the gentleman like?" I asked.
"Like mos' any gent, missy, 'cept
that he was powerful tall, an' I reckon
if he keeps right on like he's doin'

neither, but Just be stuffed, like moth
er's Blenheim, Beau Brummel, whos<
soul I fancied had leave to stop in hi!
body so long as moth and rust did n'o
corrupt. He seemed rnther out ο
things, though, poor dear, standing for
ever in the earne position in a glas:

off his

BllllUg

uu

α

BUIltTl

As If for a reward of virtue, Just as
I had disposed of my leavings and
stuck the roses Into my belt, the last
There were
of the luggage arrived.
two custom house men near to choose
from, and, as I've heard, In choosing
between two evils it's better to choose
the less, I smiled beseechingly at the
a

them for me himself.
(Didn't an executioner braid the hair of some queen
whose head he was going to chop off?
I must look the Incident up when 1
have time.) Anyway. I thought of It
when the custom house man was being
so polite, but the analogy didn't go
any farther, for my head never came
off at all, and two of the boxes remained unopened.
"You're English, aren't you?" he
asked, and when I said yes, and that
I was only ou η short visit, he treated
my belongings ns If they were sacred
If he disturbed anything, he laid It
back nicely, keeping up a running con
I told him
versatIon as lie went on
that
English women might bring
home all the pretty clothes they liked
from other countries, and that I considered It most ungallant in such a
chivalrous nation as America to deny
ladies a few Paris dresses.
"Do you happen to know. miss,
what's the Income tax in your couu
try?" he asked, tenderly putting back
some yellow hairpins which had fallen
out of a I*»* of mine.
"Dear me. no," I exclaimed. "But I
think It's sometimes more than a slilll
I've heard my
Ing in the pound.
brother say so, and as for the death
duties, it's more than your life's worth

wouli I

grim experl

Kay to pronounc :

to the peaches.
They won·
so big that there was room only for
four iu the basket, and they seemed
dreadfully pathetic considering from
tent ion

whom tber hau come.
That i>oor fellow must be almost
penniless or he wouldn't have been In
the steerage, yet he bud bought peaches
for me and given a "qunrtcr"-what
ever that was—tc hu quaint black doll
1 could have cried.
of a messenger.

Nevertheless 1 ute two of the peaches
and reluctantly presented the other
two, which J couldn't possibly eat, to

Ui
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in chairs tliat rocked like
cradles, paying no more attention to
the passers than if they had been flies.
By and by we came out of the quiet
streets
walled in with monotonous
rows of red brick or brown stone
houses into η scene of terror. It was a
street, too. but what a street! I thought
that I'd grown accustomed to motoring through traffic, for once Btan took
me In his car all the way from Battlemead to Pall Mall, where he stood me
a very Jolly luncheon at the Carlton
hotel, but that experience was nothing
to this. I felt a little Jumpy with Stan
when we shot between omnibuses In
a space which looke.i twice too narrow,
ami once when I thongut a frightfully
tall horse was going to bite off my hat,
but I soon got used to it.
If I were driven every day of my life
for a -year through this terrible street
in New York, though, I should be ne
more used to it on the laet day than
on the first. The only change in me at
the end of that time would be in my
hair, which would have turned snow
white and be standing up permanently
all over my head like Strumpel-Feter'e,
and forth

only

worse.

London roars, a monotonous, cannonballs-ln-the-cellar roar, with Just alight
tinkle of hansom cabs sprinkled over
the top of the solid sound, but that
great straight street into which we
suddenly (lashed had no solid sound
It shrieked in short, sharp yells, made
up of a dozen distinct noises, each one
louder and more lnsisteut than the
other.

to die."
"W··
"A-ab!" said the nice man.
haven't got any income tax on this
side, and folks can die In poace wit; uI guess that kind of
ever they please.
evens things up, don't it?"
I didn't know what to answer, so I
thanked him for his kindness, and we
parted the l>est of frî.Mids.
Mrs. Ess Kay appeared so i|ttickiy
i
afterward that it almost seemed
she must have been lying In wait. She
was loo!.ing pale and shattered, and
Louise, following close behind, was
positively haggard. Only Sally had
weathered the storm without l;ei:ig
outwardly the worse for wear, but
even she didn't look as good nat'.wri
usual.
"IIow have you trot along, you poor,
deserted dûrilnc.'" alïectioaatelv in
Mrs. Ess Kay, undismayed I ;>

as

quired

Λ little Hack Image in the shupc of

a

boy

There were trauia and tram bella
and motors anil carriages and over ull
an appalling ι bunder of trains rushing to and fro above our beads ou lines
rooting the entire street built upon

iron stilts. Every minute they swoopfixed ga7.0 from Sally, which appnr
ed by, running north and south, and I
ently signified reproach
"It wasn't very bail, and I've quite trembled lest they should leap theli
enjoyed myself," I replied, forgetting tracks and crush us into powder,
"It's only the elevated, deab," said
some tedious moments in 1 lie lig'.it υ
others not tedious and hoping that the Sally, pitying my agitatiou, "and it'i
never fallen down yet, so I dou't beroses iu my belt might pass unnoticed
Fortunately they did. otherwise I lieve it will today. You shall take a
should have been In a difficulty, for 1 ride with me if Cousin Katherine will
let you, which she probably won't
should have hated to vulgarize the lit
tie episode by putting it into story \<>u can't think what fun it is shooting past the windows of the houses;
form for Mrs. Ess Kay. and presum
ably roses have not been taught to just like glancing into an exciting
I
story book you know you'll never have
grow wild on the New York docics. a
though they say Americans are so very a chance to tinish. You do get a peep
a

luxurious iu their tastes one wot,! i
hardly be surprised at anything.
A beautiful electric carriage, blggei
than a brougham, was waiting for us.
and we left Louise, with a butler or
iouie other manservant ont of livery
to wrestle with the luggage and bring
it In cabs (which they called "hacks")
up to Mrs. Ess Kay's house iu New
York, where I knew she meant to stop
for a few days before going on to New
porr.

The minute we drove away from (he
docks 1 iK'snn (o notice dozens of
things which made me tremendously
conscious that I was In a foreign country. One would think, as so many of

people were English, or. anyway.
British, liefore they were Americans
that their buildings and everything
elso would l»e enough like to remind
these

of home. Rut each street we turned
Into showed me that this isn't at all
true In New York. There are bits like
Purls—at least you think so on a superficial glance—but nothing In the

one

faintest degree like London.
Something in the air. too, made me
feel excited, as it does In Paris. Sparks
»f electricity snapped lu my veins, and
had a presentiment of interesting
things that must surely happen.
I've always been very sensitive to
smells, which can uiukc me Joyful or
Vic
miserable. Just ns music does.
as
says I oughtn't to tell people this,
it slguities I'm still In close touch

I

with brute creation. But I don't much
mind if I au», fur s> many animals are
Dicer than we are—dugs and horses, for
instance; aud llten one has to acknowledge, whether one likes or not, that a
monkey is a kind of poor relation.
Kach place I've ever visited has its
own smell for me and even houses
aud people. I would kuow the smell
of Battlemead Towers, if I were taken
there by winding ways, with iny eyos
blindfolded. It's the smell of old oak

aud chintz,
pine trees,
smells like
a wax doll.
Loudon hae a rich, heavy scent, which
makes you feel as if you had a great
deal of money and wanted to spend it,
but not in u hurry. The smell of Paris
makes you want to laugh and clap
your bauds aud go to the theater. The
smell of Home makes you feel as If
you wished to be very beautiful and
move to the slow accompaniment of
a magnificent church organ, with the
But
vox hutnana stop drawn out.
New York—the smell of New York!
How shall I describe the sensation it
gave me, as Mrs. Ess Kay's electric
carriage smoothly spun me up town?
The heavy feeling of homesickness
which I had had on the ship for the
last few days was gone, and Instead
I felt a wild sense of exhilaration, ax
If I'd come dashing home after a glorious ruu with the hounds and plunged
Into a cold bath with two bottles of

and potpourri, and books
aud autumn leaves and
Mother
mixed together.
a tea rose and Vic like

i-ause whenever Americans feel uncom
fortable in any way it seems almos
«.ertain to turn eventually into that
probably on account of the climate
Would my other boxes never come? 1

denly looming over me.
"I beg juur pardon," said be. takini

CUUU

have saved you from being annoyed
In the beginning. I hesitated at first
for fear you might misunderstand and
think me as bad as they were, but I

I

λ

D

smaller man, who had just crammed
pile of lace blouses into the box of a
lady with nervous prostration.
Whether he was sated with cruelty,
or whether he was naturally of an angelic disposition, 1 shall probably never
know now, but the fact remains that,
instead of turning out the (lend I'd
been led to expect, he was one of the
most considerate men I've ever met.
He wouldn't even let me unlock my own
boxes, but took the keys and opened

wish I hadn't now."
"After what I saw you do at sea I
couldn't possibly have misunderstood,
I said.
"Thank you for saying that," he returned, "though for what 1 did then
It was
I don't deserve any praise.
done on the Impulse, and I'm used to
salt water.
As η child I lived close
to It for a time in California and swimming came nlmost as natural as walking. But I'm not here to talk about
myself. It was only to tell you how
grateful I was and am and shall contlnue to be for your kindness on the
ship. I couldn't go without speaking
of tills, and there's something now I'd
like to ask. You won't be offended?"
fort was not a success.
"If It's something yoTl want to tell
"I'm the Evening Bat," he remarket !
hurriedly, with an air of valuing hli ι me, I know It isn't the sort of thing
which could offend," I said, but I
time at so much a second.
didn't say It ns calmly as it looks
I was sorry he was a bat. for I ν
I stammered a little
alwavs been fond of bats, tbey an t when written.
and got the words tangled up, and 1
îueh soft, gray, velvet things; and
should have liked to tell him that h< felt my face growing hotter than ever.
"I thank you again. It's only this.
was much more like a chicken hawk
while you're over on this side the
onlv that would have been vulgar
besides, I didn't intend to pose at water, there's ever any way In which
chicken to his hawk. By way of my : a man—a man who'd be as respectful
re
as your footman, and loyal as your
letting myself be gobbled up,
friend—could possibly serve you, I
mained silent: but I eouldn t bell
man.
Btarttn* when a voice behind me ex wish you would let me be that
claimed:
"Ah, there, my chappie I know it seems now as if such a thing
couldn't happen, but nothing's quite
You're welcome to the
impossible in tbid queer world, andnkimmed off the cream. T*. ta.
and anyhow I shall always be ready.
It was the Flashlight flasuing at th»
You could trust me"—
Evening B~.it.
"I know that!" I couldn't resist
The creature was not blinded, how
breaking in.
ever.
He seemed difficult to discon
"I'm—employed for the present at a
The only response he made was
cert
send word
to grin and pu... his hat a little farthei club In New York. If you'd
back on his head. An inch more am to Jim Brett at the Manhattan club,
Jim
it must have slid down over his collai there's nothing under the sun that
Brett wouldn't do for you, from find—which was so low in the neck π
ing a lost dog to taklug a message
front that it gave me the creeps.
"There's plenty of milk and rose, I across the world."
"First I must catch my dog before 1
too I guess," said he. staling In s'icl
can lose him," 1 answered, laughing.
a \vav that I blushed and was vexec
"But If I do, or—or there's anything
I
with myself for blushing.
else, I shan't forgot."
anxiously about hoping to see a face
"That's a true promise, then, and I
knew, even ever so slightly, whlcl
have to thank you for the third time.
might be summoned to the rescue
Now, I'm not going to trouble you any
But all the "B's" were passionate!}
minding their own business, and whlli longer. Cîoodby."
Without stopping to think who lie
I was wishing that Mr. Doremus be
was, or who I was, I held out my
a
"IV'1
can with a "B" Instead of
hand, niul his good looking brown face
caught the eyes of a man lookliu
grew red. He took the hand, pressed
straight at me. The very nicest eyes
It hard once, dropped It abruptly,
and with an expression In them thai
turned on Ills heel and walked aw ay
filled me with joy!
without looking back.
and
me
comc
let
gti
"Do
said,
They
I was so Interested in going over the
min<
aud
for
fellow
that
of
rid
you."
conversation In my mind that I forgot
al
come
Please
said: "Yes-ves-yes.
to feel like Beau Brummel with one
up in his glass case, and though 1
paw
the eyes came, without wuUlni
dare say ten minutes had passed, It
for more, aud It was the hero of th»
hardly seemed two, when a wonderful
steerage who brought them. That was little black Image In the shape of a boy
the reason I'd telegraphed "yes. yes.
came sidling up to ine, all rolling white
for 1 thought, "lie saved a little boy
eyes aud red grin, like a nice Newat
without
I
trust
him.
why shouldn't
foilndland puppy. He had some newsIntroduction, to save me?"
tucked under his arm, but In
papers
"Look here." said the bronze mau U
his hand was a small basket of
the Evening Bat. "I've got just flv<
peaches almost too beautiful to be leal.
minutes to spare. You can have then
But then, weren't they—and wasn't he

ami,

glUUUJ)

strap.

11

Bless the dear

the world. Then I kuew it was tbe
statue wfclcb I bad read about
"What do you think of her f asked
Mr. Doremus.
I saia
"She's a grande dame.
"Now 1 know why your girls hold
themselves so well. They're trying to
live up to the Ideal American womam
But she isn't as big as I thought she
would be. Nothing ever Is as big as you
think it's going to be. especially when.
Americans have told you about
one has been brought up to beUeve
that their big things are bigger tbau
anvbodv else's in the whole world.
••So thev are." said Mr. Doremus,

that It was no wonder Mrs. Ess Ka; r
had been driven to swearing In th »
saloon. I was glad now that his nos >
was bleeding, and 1 turned my bad [
upon him, because it was the mos t
emphatic gesture 1 could think ol
But as 1 faced round the other waj
wondering if my luggage would eve r
come, another man pushed through tn !
"B's" who had got their boxes and al
most bounded Into a foot of unoecu
pled space in front of me.
"Lady Bulkeley?" he shot at me, Uk !
history repeating itself, only be pro
nounced me as If my name were found
ed on my size and weight
This time I did not answer. I elm
ply stood at bay and stared, trying t<
look as much like mother as possible
But the new man didn't seem to mint I
this in the least, so apparently my ei

U

gome s( ra 11 r*c

th"Excuee

inllk.^

Doremus said I must be "personally
conducted" to see some day when l
felt young and frivolous. And by aud
by I heard people exclaiming: There·

Liberty—there

genueiuan juei uecauw:
circumstances bad forced
him to travel in the steerage! I did
I wish that, without his knowing It, I
could have slipped'into his pocket my
I £30.
"Oh, I did nothing," 1 answered. "It
You're going to eta; r was the other people who did everyme.
It'·
with Mrs. Stuyveeant-Knox. I bellevi thing—the little that was done.
I who have to thank you for taking
Will yon make a lengthy visit?
that person away. He and the other
"I don't"—
"You must have met one or two ο [ who came Just before were so rude."
"They dldu't uiean to be rude," he
our smartest young men on board
What do you think of them as eom said. "They wanted you to tell them
something which they could put into
pared with Englishmen?
l,ong before this I had made up m; ι their papers, and they live by doing
I did the best I
mind that he couldn't have anythini I that kind of thing.
to do with the customs or If he dl( I could with them, but I wish I could
tins man not a

"Yes. But""Ever been on this side?
"No. But""He'll cotne some day, won t
Most unmarried dukes do."
"I don't know, I'm sure. Really,

de cologne poured Into the water.
It was amazingly hot, but the bronze
gave a hint of the sea. and every sho;>
and house we passed seemed to keep
spices stored away, for the breeze t«>

eau

blow over.
Eveu the old fashioned houses, no
higher thau those In Loudon, were as
different from ours as possible, and it
was extraordinary to see people—nicely
dressed women and pretty girls—perch
ed on the front steps under awnings
without so much as a pocket handkerchief lawn between them and the
street. Persons of that class at bomt
would be far too shy to lounge about
and be stared at not only by the neighbors, but by twenty strangers a minute, yet here they sat on rugs and

into tragedies
times."

comedies

and

some-

•"My goodness!" 1 exclaimed. "I'm
thankful I don't have to live in one of
It must be impossible
those houses.
ever to take a bath or to get engaged

properly."

Fortunately for my peace of mind
didn't stop very long in that tierce
street, but cut across again and came
out In i'iftb avenue, of which one
seems to be boru knowing a little
we

more than of other streets in America.
Just as almost every one in Elnglisb
novels lives in E'ark lane, so all the
New Yorkers you read of live In Flftb
avenue, and I should have been dis·
appointe.! If Mrs. Ess Kay hadn't, be-

In that case 1 should eventually
have to go home without studying
home life In the States from the right

cause

Kliipilmilnr

At first I didn't see where the grand
houses I'd heard of kept themselves,
for everywhere were smart shops and
publie buildings and—so close now that
we could put down our sunshades—
mountainous skyscrapers. The shop9
were beautiful, though Mrs. Kss Kay
apologized for them by mvlng that it
was out of season, and I'd never seei
bo much brilliance of color or varietj
In a etreet. I tried to search for th«
I cou Id n'
cause of this effect, but
I'erhaps It was partly th<
define It.
clearness of the atmosphere, but then
Ev
was a great deal more than that.
erythlng yon passed seemed to be plnl
ublt»
or pale green or gold or ivor\
or ultramarine blue, yet when yot
.really thought it out detail by lietuL
lit wasn't. And, though I'd considered
the skyscrapers awful from a distance
1 couldn'l
spinning along at their feet
fhem a fantastic kind of attrao·

deny

tlveness.
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THE SECOND EMPIRE.
Two Picturesque Episode* In
of Unrest.

a

Period

Walking about the streets, riding on
buses, junketing up and down the
river In steamboats, I was profoundly
struck by the unrest among the people,
their Intense hatred of emperor and
empress. One day I caught a glimpse
of ltocliefort, carried aloft on the

shoulders of a mob of students
thronging the Boulevard Saint Michel.
1 never saw a man looking so helplessly frightened as did the fouuder
of the Lanterne, then in Its prime.
Whether he feared the police or a fall
I do uot know, but his terror was ab-

ject.

summer time the emperor
On the
visit to Beau vais.
chance of getting material for an article acceptable lr. London I Journeyed
thither with North Pent, who went
down as representative of the Morning

In

paid

Star.

the
a

The

prince imperial accompanied

the emperor, who drove through living
lanes of people stretching from the
roadway to the open windows of the
topmosl chamber. They came to see,
but they would not remain to cheer.

The occasion was the presentation of
prizes gained at the local Lycee. The
head prize was never delivered, the
winner, a lad of fourteen, declining to
accept ft from the hand of the bated

emperor.—H.

W.

Magazine.

Lucy

in

Cornblll

With the Minstrel·.
Bones—What am de dlff'renoe 'tween
er pastry cook an' er bill sticker? Tarn·
bo—AJi duuno. What am de ditTreuce,
Bones—one puffs up
MIstah bones?
de paste an' de othab pastes up de

puffs.—Chicago

News.

Weet Parla.
The usual Tillage Chriatmaa tree wu
Φχίord
held, under the auspice· of the three
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
Sunday School·, on Thursday, ChrietISSUED TUESDAYS.
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
mu eve, at Centennial hall.
Sixty or
more children played gamea In the afterlWb.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, DEC. 29,
noon and were given a lunch of sandParis Hill.
after which
Πret Baptist Church, Rev. G. W. F. H1U pas- wiches, cake and cocoa,
tor.
every Sunday at 10:43 A. M. the two pretty trees were unloaded of
A Τ WOOD A FORBES, SurdayPTeachlng
School at 12. Sabbath evening service their
gifts. Mr. E. L. Wood, disguised
Tuesday evening.
T. V. 8. C. B.
at 7 Ai.
much
KdlUff ud Proprietor·.
et
Thursday evening at 7 30. Cove- as Santa Claus, made a short visit
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the delight and excitement of the
Mr. Chase and Mr. Taylor
children.
called the names of the presents as
taken from the trees. Quite a company
of older people were also present and
there was a brief programme which consisted of instrumental music by Mrs. A.
K. Shurtleff; scripture reading by Rev.
Miss Macduff; prayer by Rev. D. R.
Ford; a Christmas song by Alice E.
Burden, and a Santa Claus story read by
to

Mr. and Mrs. George II. Cumminga of
Mechanic Pall· spent Chriatmas with
Wallace H. Camming·' family.
Dr. Charlotte F. Hammond haa been
visiting in Boston and New Orleans and
is now at Hotel Bon Air, Augusta, Ga.,
where she will spend the most of the
winter.
Misa Annie I. Parria, who was in the Mrs. D. R. Ford.
The Finns in this vicinity celebrated
Central Maine General Hoapital at
Lewiaton some week· since and sub- Christmas at Dunham's Hall on Friday
mitted to an operation for appendicitis, evening and apparently bad a very enSome seventy-five were
wfut to the hospital again on Saturday joyable time.
for further treatment, not having made present, perhaps twelve or fifteen being
our townspeople, who went in as specas good a recovery as was hoped.
to
Eugene Hammond spent Christmas in tators. The Finns do not make gifts
an
Montreal, going Wednesday and return- each other but make the occasion
to raise money for their

—

era.

Jo· Ρκιχτινο —New type, fast preue·, electric
power, experienced workmen and low price·
combine to mak 'ill* department of oar Dual
■Ma complete aud popular.
COPIES.

Single Copie· of the Democrat are four rent!
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by

the rtublUher* or for the convenience of patron«
Jlagle copie· of each Issue have been placed on
•ale At the following place· In the County :
ShurtlefTs Drug Store.
South Pari·,
Noye·' Drug Store.
Norway,
s tone's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Poetmaster.
Buckdeid.
Mrs. tlarlow. Poat Office.
Part· Qlll,
Hamuel T. White.
Weet Parla.
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
NEW

Meeting

ing Saturday.

ADYEKTISKMKNTS.

F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
Men'·' Trousers.
ο Store·.
The
After 1 urlstnia·.
Now Make Your Horse.
A Happy New Year.
A Surprise to You.
Goodyear Glove Rubber·.
Careful Service.
Men are Helple·» an Children.
The Greatest Discovery.
All Rheumatics Invited To-day.
Appointment of Kxecutor.
Mount Mica Building Association.
Hata.

The Machine, or the System?
D. Ward King of Missouri, the in

ventor of that road implement whicfc
baa attracted no much attention, the
King split log drag, has been in Maint
and addressed the State («range beside»
speaking in other places regarding tht
work of the machine.
Mr. King is about the first man to
make really practical application to the
roads of the fact of whic'u many people
have a more or less vivid conception,
that meet kinds of soil, at a certain degree of moisture, if stirred and smoothed, will dry down into a hard crust—a
process known to engineers as puddling.
It would seem, to read the summary ol
Mr. King's remarks, that he almost attributes some kind of magic to the
operation of the very simple machine
which be has devised, and regards it a."
a panacea for about all the ills that can
afflict a road. When he buoyantly replies to a questioner that frost will nol
affect a road built with the drag, we arc
constrained to believe that he is from
Missouri, and has never been in this
state in April to observe the workings
of a Maine winter on our roads.
But there is one point about his remarks which indicates that the benetil
to be derived from the drag is fully as
much in the manner of using it as in tht
construction of the machine. He make*
the very sensible recommendation thai
it should be used after every rain whec
the earth is moist. In fact, it is easy tc
see that if this plan is not followed, tht
road will quickly get oat of its good col
1
dition. Such a system of conntaut car«
is very much different from the ordinary
practice of a generation ago.
Some years since a highway surveyoi
of the old school rebuilt quite a stretel
of road in the the town of Paris with thi *
road machine. Just as he was fini-diing I
it a long spell of rainy weather began
and for some weeks that piece of newlj
worked road was unavoidably almosi
impassable. When it finally stoppée
raining, it was necessary to put th« roac
machine on again and smooth up tht
road, and a tine piece of highway wai 1
the result. As the surveyor was doinj
the second work with the machine, h< *
remarked to the Democrat, "I don t ik<
this. I like to fix the road once, ant I
have it fixed for the year."
And there is just the trouble with hi!
was quite gen
system and that which
erally followed at that time The roar I
maker wanted to "fix" his road once
and that was generally done after plant
ing, when the road, made rough bv thi
travel in the spring mud, had drie< I
down into a hard crust. For the rest ο 1
the season it was sufficient to keep it ii 1
b< t
shape so that the town would notrail
1
A
liable to a suit for damages.
would soften the road, and wheel· 1
1
would cut it into ruts. But the sui
would dry out the water, and the wall· 1
of the ruts would gradually crumble
and the road would become, not a; s
smooth as it was before the rain, bu
smoother than at its worst. Smal
atones would work out and lie sprinkle! I
a man ove
over the surface, but to send
1
the road with a rake to get them ou
seemed a picayune proceeding. Tin
road had been fixed once, and ought ti
i
keep good for the rest of the season,
there were no heavy showers.
Now the man who attempts to fix hii 1
road once and have it fixed for the yea r
with a split log drag will probably con
elude that the drag is tit for kindlim
wood, and that he has been buncoed
It is fair to assume that the proper us
of the machine is not only to put th<
road in condition, but to k?rp it so
And it is only fair to say that we an >
much nearer that kind of a system ο
highway operation than we were twenty
five years ago.
Whether the split log drag is adapte, '
to extensive use on our Maine roads cai
is prob
only be told by actual trial. Itor less
ο
ably safe to predict that morethrown 01
them will be built and later
no
the junk heap because they are
aid in edu
rightly used. But if they to
the ide
eating people still further
mad
that the roads should not ouly be
good but kept good, that they shouli
the
not only be "fixed" but cared for,
will at least have served a good purpose

0. A. Maxim is iu Xewtonville, Mass.,
for a week.
(ieorge M. Atwood and family spent
Christmas with relatives at Dixfield.
The Christmas tree at the Baptist
church Friday evening was a pleasant
There were brief exercises
occasion.
preceding the tree. Kev. Mr. Hill was
presented with a reminder of the occasion in cash by his parishioners.
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Thayer entertained eleven of their relatives to a beautiful
Christmas dinner.
A beautiful wreath of evergreen and
holly hung above the delivery window
has given Christmas cheer to all patrons
of the post office since December 24th.
Those who did not hear Rev. Mr.
Uill's last discourse for the year, about
the precious alabaster box with its gift
of three hundred sixty-six days, had a
I»

News has been received of the death
of Wm. Luther Stover at his homo in
South Boston, Mass., on the twentysecond inst. Mr. Stover leaves no children, but hie wife Sarah, who survives
him, was the older daughter of E. W.
and Sarah Robinson Clark, for many
years well known residents of this place.
Mr. Stover has been a teacher of music
or the last seventeen
years in Perkins
Institute, South Boston, and previously
win» a teacher in The Royal Normal College for the blind iu London, England.
A victim of Bright's disease for several
work
years, be was able to continue his
until within a very short time before
Iu accordance with his rehis death.
quest the remains werb cremated.
Miss Harriet Twitchell and Miss Ellen
Ford were the guests of Persis N. Andrews on Christmas day.
Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Stearns of South
Paris and W. C. Stearns and family of
Stearns Hill were entertained at A. P.

Stearns' Christmas day.

A neighborhood club which has
having weekly meetings for some

been
time
of
A.
P.
families
of
the
is made up
Stearns, A. M. Ryerson, W. C. Stearns
aud R. H. Gates—twelve people in all.
Saturday nights they îueet with the
several families in turn, aud bave a supper and a general social time.
Waterford.

George

Washington

Thompson,

a

iiative of this town, died Saturday evenat 8:15 o'clock at the
home of his daughter, Mrs. Clara Jordan, 405 Central Street, Franklin, Mass.
His age was 83 years. The cause of his
death was pneumonia, of which he was
ill a week. Ile lived in Franklin the
last iifty years of his life. He was a
boot treer by trade. In 1845 be was
Wrentham, Mass., to
was wedded in
Miss Johauna Keene, who died in 1S09.
Seven children were born to the couple,
of whom four daughters aud one sou
Mrs. Clara Jorare living, as follows:
dan, Mrs. Alice Jordan, Mrs. Julia Jennison aud Mrs. Mary Adams, all o(
FraukMn, and George Thompson ol
Brockton, Mass. The deceased children
and Hattie, who died in
were Frank
their yourh. Several grandchildren survive. He also leaves two brothers,
Charles, of North Attleboro, Mass and
Royal, who lives iu the West, and one
sister, Mrs. Fllen Clark, of Boston. He
member of Franklin
was the oldest
and was alwayn
Post, No. 60, G. A. R
active in its interest. At the outbreak
of ιh« rebellion he enlisted as a private
in Co.
I, Eighteenth Massachusetts
Volunteers. He was successively promuted to corporal, sergeant and first
sergeant. Ile was discharged at Berklev Ford, Va., Dec. 31, 1803, but imm.-diately re-enlisted. In October, 1804,
he was transferred to the Thirty-second
Massachusetts Regiment, in which he remained until his discharge at the end of
the war. He was in the first Bull Run
battle, served throughout the Peninsula
campaign, and took part in the battles
of Antic tam, Shepardstown, Fredericksburg, Chancellorsville, Mine Run, Gettysburg and Rappahannock Station. Id
May, 1804, ho was cootined in the liar·
wood Hospital at Washington. Ue was
highly respected by all who kuew him.
II·· delighted to talk of war times and
He
scenes with all who would listen.
was naturally of stroug vitality, which
aided him in his battle with disease.

ing, Dec. 5th,

•

«..«II

Χ. 'Γ. Κυχ ha* begun logging the timber of tbe Diamond Match Co. which
they bought Home years since of Sumnei
Kunball.
Mr. El wood B. Sawyer, who moved tc
this place a few months since from Weel
MilU and occupied the blacksmith shop
rent of \V. C.
Bassett, baa returned tc
West Mills with his family, and J. II
F«>x will occupy tbe rent here.
There was a supper, entertainmeut
and Christmas tree at the Congrenational church at the village Friday

£

morning

offer for the present.
Dr. Paxton, now with Dr. F. B. Tuell,
was in Augusta last week and took an
examination before the Board of Registration in Dentistry, and passed a most
successful examination. Although Dr.
Paxton has been in Bethel but a short
time, he has won many friends and bis
work has been done in a most satisfactory manner. Dr. Tuell is to be conso fortunate as to
gratulated on
secure for an associate in his profession
one whose work is so thoroughly and

being

skillfully done.

Modern Setting· Tax t!ie Ingenuity of
the C-iilJcr».
Columbia University.
tt
The l»1tr scenic art hits do little actuol
In tbe observatory of Colombia uniL.'yond making the model,
versity 1b one of tbe most accurate palîitïu'j
unless they have α panoramic effect.
for
ran
baa
It
world.
the
In
clocks
That they.do themselves, standing on
several months with a mean error of
the paint bridge, many feet from the
ouly flfteeu-tbousaudtba of a second floor, while the canvas id raised or
and α maximum error of thlrty-thou- lowered.
The panoramic effects are
eundtlis of a second per day. That bard to handle.
One difficulty hr to
means that It does not vary more than avoid fluttering when a draft sweep3

by calling

minutes and a half. We are not that
much precise.
We have received a very interesting
le'ter from Sharon Robinson of East
Sumner, some of which It is our intention to use next week, simply thanking
him for the favor to-day.
Nearly twenty-five deer were killed in
town that were heard of, several of the
One
mon getting their lawful number.
was
brought into the dooryard here
Thanksgiving Day, a fine yearling doe,
and just then two hunters came along
who had killed nothing, and when seeing the game they looked disappointed
to think how partial luck can be, and
often is, and probably went away asking
the question why.
Christmas Day to-morrow, but look
out and not eat nor drink too much however tempting the repast and coffee may
be.

C. M. Irish.
Misa Elaie Irish ia at home from
Bridgton where «he i· a student.
U. H. Nnlty wai in Portland Monday
and Tuesday on bualnea·.
J. D. Emery haa been at Ν. E. Morrill1·

the paat week.
Mr. and Mr·. J. C. Wlthlngton spent
Christmas at Portland with Mrs. With·

half a second a month, or alz seconda

a

ington's people.

Hiram.
EM

C.

Bridgton

business.

Wadswortb went to
Wednesday on real

Sooth

estate

Samuel W. demons of the University
of Maine is at home for the holidays.
Freedom Wadsworth is still i m proving.
Winchester W. Pike, of Hebron Academy, and his sister Minnie of Northfleld
Seminary, Mass., are at home for Christ-

remberg,"

Good Faith Rebekah Lodge, No. 40,
elected the following officers at their

twice

regular meeting Tueaday evening:

cast sumner.

J

required

which

winding

an hour and a
tbe same time!
Compare it
of tbe higheat priced
some

a

half In

No better holiday gift can be sent to a
"Wish you a Merry Christmas and ι k
distant relative or friend than a sub"heard in tin ,
scription to the Democrat. The pub- Happy New Year," is now of the
birds,'
lishers paying the postage makes it less land,1' while the "singing
the old rooster) is not
expensive than sending books i^pd it Is (save that of
far more interesting to the sons and Christmas is now one of the best observ
ed of the holidays. Half a century ag<
daughters of Oxford County.
in this vicinity, very little attention wa
paid to it. The children usually hun|
West Sumner.
up their stockings beside the huge opei
Christmas evo there was a concert and fireplace, and in the morning found t
tree in the Baptist church. The seating few raisins, peppermints and beechouti
capacity of the church was taxed to its in them. No public observances in thi
utmost. The chief feature of the exer- churches. Usually the good old minis
cises aside from the music was a dia- ter cheered the older people and tired tb
logue entitled Santa Claus' Mistake by younger by a two hours' sermon on thi
N<
four girls and two boys, viz.: Gladys Sabbath nearest Christmas day.
Young, Beulah Bobbins, Inez Dean, carols or special music. Old "Wind
Carrie Damon, Henry West and Lewis bam"—with its—"Broad is the road tha
Hazeltou. Bov. G. W. F. Hill and wife leads to death" might possibly cheer th
Mr. Hill's drooping spirits of the kids when sunj
of Paris Hill were present.
remarks on this occasion were brief and at "slow feed" without the brakes beini
to the point. At the close of the con- set. But the music that most deligbte<
cert a large numbor of presents were us was the "doxology" at the end of th
distributed.
service for this was the hint that w
Adolbert Heath, wife and daughter, of might "up and git." Yes, my dea
Lewiston, are spending the holidays with children, you have great reason to bi
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Heath.
thankful for the present way of observ
Kdith Bradford, the central girl, went ing the happy Christmas season. Yoi
the
to Lewieton Wednesday, returning
were wise in waiting until these latte
sarno day; E. G. Doble tended the oftlce days for your advent into this bapp;
/or her.
world of Christmas cheer. Your parent
Died, Dec. 24, George W. French. Mr. may have to dig a little deeper into thei
French has suffered for years with pockets for the purchase of gifts, bu
asthma. The immediate cauRe of hie they will not complain if their childrei
death was heart failure. He is survived seem happy and thankful. We do no
by a wife aud daughter, Mrs. Clarence believe that the world is growing worse
Porham of Bryant's Pond, and one eon, We rejoice in the improvement and th
Warren French, who has always lived better opportunities for all to enjoy lif
with his parents.
and its manifold blessings. Surely ou
Florence Hadley, the three-year-old hearts ought to glow with gratitude t
daughter of A1 Hadley, is sick with slow the Great Giver of our gifts. Let th
fevor.
Christmas event be made one of chee
Attorney H. M. Atwood of Norwood, and gond will to all.
The two Sabbath Schools united in
Mass., has been spending a few days
with his son, Dr. H. F. Atwood.
Christmas tree service at the Baptis
Tuesday, a busy company gathered in church on Christmas eve, and enjoyed
the vestry of the Universalist church to pleasant occasion of which we may spea!
make quilts for Deacon Moses Dow and later. Thursday morning the mercur
wife. While the ladies pliud the needlo indicated 20 below zero. The coldes
the gentlemen prepared dinner. The yet for the season.
men showed themselves equal to the
We had a letter recently from L. D
task. It was astonishing to see how the Democrat'· Greenwood correspond
handily they went to work. Dinner was ent. For a man nearing the 80's h 5
served to a largo company and whon it writes a very steady legible band. W
came to washing dishes, some of the always
read his correspondence wit
Five patch- much pleasure.
men could beat the women.
work comforters were made ready for
Dm mark.
use and there was patchwork enough
Worsted
left for covers for two more.
Mrs. Carrie A. Belcher from the Ph I
crazy patchwork finished with fancy Eta Kappa House, Orono, Me., Is spend
Btitchee for a quilt was given by a lady ing a short vacation with Mr. and Mn •
friend. The proceeds of the dinner A. W. Belcher.
amounted to $11 00. Half of this was
Mr. Leon H. Ingalls has discontinue
expended for linings and batting and the his dancing school.
remainder turned over to Mr. and Mrs.
Silver Rebekah Lodge, No. 19, electei I
Dow.
the following officers at their régula r
Η. Β. T. Chandler, who has been at meeting, Thursday evening, for the yea r
work in the brown tail and gipsy moth 1909:
commission department of entomology
N. G.—Mrs. Mae Wood.
V. G.—Mr·. HaUle Bradbury.
at Kittery is here to spend the holidays
K. 8.—Mre. Ada Gray.
and
Mr.
Mrs.
his
with
George P.
parents,
S.—Mrs. Addle Wentworth.
A. Chandler.
Treae.—Mrs Caiha Jewett.
Mrs. P. G. Barrett left for Peru Fri- Mrs. Ada Gray, District Grand Presl
day to spend a few days there.
dent, will install the officers the 2oi
Guy Heath, who is at work for C. P. Thursday in January—joint installatioi 1
Dunham at West Paris, was at home with Denmark Lodge, No. 50.
Christmas.
Clinton Bisbee of Auburn is spending
Hebron.
a few days with his father, Sylvester
The W. R. C. held memorial «ervioe ,
Bisbee.
in the cburob Sunday afternoon for Mis 1
Bertha Packard.
The clock for the academy was put li
Bryant's Pond.
last week and was in striking οι
Mrs. Cynthia Cole is quite sick with place
der Friday. The dial face· south and ii
symptoms of pneumonia.
a great addition to the look· of tb
Elijah Cole, former principal of the
building. The clock waa a gift froo
over
Christtown
was
in
high school,
Mr. Henry K. Steam· in memory of bi
in
now
is
Mr.
Cole
mas.
teaching
Fannie Donham Stearna. A mi
wife,
Martha's Vineyard.
morial tablet is in the ball.
The primary school had a Christmas
Miss Blair, the teacher in the villag
tree at the school room Thursday afterschool, went to her bome in Woolwicl
noon.
for Christmas, so the little ones are bav
At the regular meeting of Franklin
a few days off.
Grange, Dcc. 9, R. C. Davis was elected ingMisa Eva
Barrowa and Miss Dais;
The grange intend soon to
master.
Cuahman are at home from their teaoh I
build a stable at the rear of their hall.
for the Chrlsl
Mr·. Wm. H. Cole is very feeble and ing in Somerville, Mass.,
i
mas yaoatlon.

gradually (ailing.

year.

Compare this with the first pocket
timepiece, the "animated egg of Nu-

Mr. and Mrs. Luther Irish and daughter Elizabeth spent the Christmas days
with their parents here.

N. G—Mr». Sadie Bobloson.
Christmas eve each of the three SabV. G.—Mr». Maa<le Morrill.
bath Schools held a supper. The UniSecretary—Mrs. Esther Watte.
versalist and Congregationalist Sabbath
Treasurer—Mrs. Cynthia Tllton.
Schools each gave a programme before Refreshment· were served after the meet-

recover.

the Observatory #f

The Timepiece In

quality

th«y might get

STAGE SCENE3Y.

M ACCURATE CLOCK.

ffffMlfU

Mr·. Ann* Book bM been at Alfred
Dole'· visiting her mother and «liter.
Mi·· Mildred 8haw came home Satnrdaj night for the holiday·.
Principal and Mrs. H. 0. dement of
Bridgton Academy are with Mr. and Mrs.

the gifts were taken from the trees. The ing.
Methodist Sabbath School will hold a
Mr. Merritt Parsons still continue·
A
Christmas concert Sunday evening.
feeble.
the
most happy evening was spent by
Wilbur Caldwell and Bridgham Nuity
chriidren and "grown ups" too.
are at home from Bowdoin for the
opportunity
is
York
New
of
Mr. Chester Bean
Christmas recess.
church services. It was something like
Christmas with his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Pike and Mr. and
our church fairs, and was quite a festive spending
from
recess
a
took
schools
town
The
A
Mrs. Day of Springfield, Mass., and Mrs.
occasion but very civil and orderly.
the
academy
until
in
Monday,
Wednesday
Anna Bock were at Alfred Cole'a Christpretty Chrietmas tree was placed
handsomely recess beginning Thursday.
ma· Day.
front of the stage and
at Odeon
is
be
to
Haven
Bar
flowered
presented
of
Mr. John Shearman of Portland joined
decorated with strips
gay
evennext
talent
local
Hall
Thursday
candles.
by
his family at C. H. Prince's Friday morncrepe paper, bells and lighted
well assigned,
been
have
The
obtained
ing.
parts
was
by
ing. They returned to Portland MenMoney for the church
and the event is anticipated with much
an admission fee at the door and the
day.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Wardwell and famsale of oranges, post cards, and various interest.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Garey were called
other articles, the things having been
ily were at C. M. Irish's Christmas, and
of
Mr.
death
the
to Norway Sunday by
Mr. Allen Iriah of Bath waa with his
purchased at the store and then sold for
mother.
as high a price as could be obtained. Garey's
parente, Mr. and Mra. H. A. Iriah, aa
»
were also Mr. and Mra. Lewia Iriah of
Mr. Lauri Immonen, who seemed to be
master of ceremonies, presided at a sort
Mr. Geo. Dartlett of Boston is in Rnmford.
of fish pond, and then sold the other Betbol for the holidays.
Mr. Bartlett
Guy O. Gardner and wife of Dixfield
bidder,
the
highest
things at auction to
formerly lived in Bethel and is the son were with Mr. and Mra. E. L. Gardner.
had
an
that
orange
Bert Austin and wife were at Ε. B.
and it was said
of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. F. Bartlett, who
brought as high as 50 cents. We under- removed to Boston some year or more Austin's during the week.
The Baptist Sunday School had s
stand that quite a good sum was realized. ago.
Miss Rita Kahkonen, who for several
Miss Alice French of Augusta is spend- Christmas party at the veatry from three
M. At
years has been maid at George
ing the holidays with her parents, Mr. to six Thursday afternoon. Lunch was
served of aandwichea, cake and punch
wood's at Paris Hill, sung two very and Mrs. S. I. French.
rest of
Gifta were
Miss Grace Ames of New York is in and candy and pop corn.
pretty Christmas songs, and the
the time was passed in playing games Bethel for a week with her mother, Mrs. drawn from a huge basket by each one
similar to our "On the Green Carpet" I. W. Ames.
present. The Methodist Sunday 8cboul
were entertained at their vestry in the
and dancing. Music was furnished by
Minm.K
INTEHVALK.
Ellias Mo Keen on violin and accordion.
evening. There were recitations by the
T» nraa α hnnnv nartv.
Tùere were several family reunions children and the gifts were distributed
been
have
Ricker
here on Christmas day.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C.
from a fine large tree. There were man;
Wm. Brown is hauling cord wood to family trees and parties in the village.
spending a week with Mr. Ricker's parRicker.
J.
Albert
there.
it
and
Mra.
and
thn vllnge
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Record spent
selling
ente, Mr.
Bill Capen has gone to work for Mr. Christmas with Mrs. Record's people Id
Quite a party of our young people
went to North Paris Friday evening to Brown.
Bath.
Several here are lumbering.
Mr. and Mrs. P. R. Jordan went to
the village Christmas tree.
Ned Carter has gone to New Hamp- Canton to spend Christmaa with Mra.
J. L. Marshall has been at home for a
shire logging.
week or two.
Jordan'e parents.
A. O. Jones, who agreed to cut wood
Mr. Prank H. Hill and family have
Buckfield Grange went to East Summoved from the upstairs rent in E. R. on the Maple and Pine Farm, has gone ner to visit the grange there Saturday.
Davis' house and hereafter will make to Magiilloway to work.
A good number went up and enjoyed
Pbon Bean is hauling cord wood for the hospitality of the Sumner people.
their home at the house of Mrs. Susan
Β Clafiin, on the corner of Main and Seth Walker.
Mrs A. A. Downs of Fairfield, Me., ii
Our soldier friend tells us of army visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. F.
Greenwood Streets. Mrs. Clafiin, who
be
will
sutler prices in 1804
is ill with a cancer on the face,
Whiskey 3 pints Packard.
The members of Rev. F. M. Lamb's
cared for by Mr. Hill's family.
35.00. Boots, calf skin, $21.00. Conof
a
number
a
pretty densed milk Γ>0 cents pint. Colt1· re- congregation presented bim with a fine
There were quite
a
our
00
in
village, volvers, $40.00 each. Beans, $30
fur coat on Christmas Day as an exfamily Christmas trees
and many children were made happy by bushel. Raw cotton, $1.00 per pound. pression of esteem.
Local ice houses are being filled with
the gifts that were just what they had Cheese, 50 cents per pound. Plug toof ice of good thickness.
wished for.
bacco, 93 00 a pound. Fifty cents to a Am)
Schools began last Monday, and the get shaved.
Twenty degrees below zero is the
record so far for cold mornings.
teacher in place of Miss Price is Miss
Edith M. Clark of Burlington.
West Bethel.
E. D. Stilwell, who has been quite sick,
Married, in Buckfield, at the Methodisi
Thaaksglvlng day has gone,
is improving.
Anil Christmas day has floil ;
parsonage, by Rev. A. W. Pottle, Dec. 23,
Ot fowl play we had enough,
Rev. R. L. Kimball, who for several
Mr. Arthur Walter Jacobs of Hartford,
Both turkey ami goose are dead.
months has preached acceptably for the
and Miss Dell Uarion Jordan of Buck
Baptist society, has gone away to attend
fiold.
the Moody Bible School at Chicago, and
All hall, all hall, the glad New Year)
On Thursday evening, commencing al
He's coming and U almost here;
for a short time the society will not have
seven
o'clock, the following program
let us speed the parting guest,
of
Then
session
the
regular
services, only
with Christmas tree was carried out al
To-night the Old Year goeth west.
a
extended
have
School.
They
Sunday
A happy New Year to the Democrat the Methodist church: Singing by the
call to Rev. L. W. Raymond of Dixfield
school, three selections; recitations by
to become their pastor and are much and its readers.
The glad holiday seaso· will soon be James Emery, Charles Gray, Mildred
pleased that he has accepted. Rev. Mr. over.
Bowley, Nellie Dudley, Alice Allen,
Raymond has been here to Ree about
As the days grow longer the nights Rachel Emery, Minard Gray, Herbert
engaging a rent, and is expected to
Allen, Thelma Gray, Mildred Tyler,
grow colder.
come here in the near future.
and widows should re- Helen Murch, Ada Durgin, Mrs. Jewett
Bachelor
of
side
the
girls
Rebekah
the
contest,
In
and Mrs. Tilton. Two trees were well
which Miss Mabel E. Ricker was captain, member that leap year ends this week.
Elbert K. Briggs is working in the laden with gifts and all went away ap
of
won by obtaining the largest sum
The committee ol
post-card bouse of Whitten & Dennison. parently satisfied.
money at their entertainment.
to whom belongs much ol
Many farmers are now employed in arrangements,
The Luky Leaf Club had a Christmas
and hauling a year's supply of the credit of the success of the occasion
party last Wednesday evening at the cuttiug
were Mrs. Emma A. Jewett, Miss NellU
fuel.
home of Miss Jennio M. Brown.
John B. Murphy remains in poor Dudley and Mrs. A. W. Pottle.
The sleighing and sledding is all thai
Oreenwood.
health, and is unable to do any hard
;
could be desired, and a large amount ο
Now winter is here with his frigid labor.
wood and bark is bainf
cord
wood,
imare
pulp
wood
sell
to
Those
having
dry
breath, this morning the temperature
and it is hauled to the depot daily. Buckfielc
being seven below, the coldest yet, and proving the excellent sledding,
the cities.
to
village is a busy center for business it I
sent
from
hero
and
some
being
in
lower
ten degrees
places,
Paris has the winter months.
of
South
Dennison
Uarlie
time.
the
same
at
water lowering
Harry Dudley is confined to the housi
a week of his school vacaButchering has been one of the occu- been enjoying
with his grandparents, Mr. and with the grippe. He is under Dr. Mars
tion
and
cow
beef
a
two
of
late,
pigs,
pations
ton'e care.
Mrs. Harlan P. Dennison.
a Hock of chickens having succumbed to
Thursday, Mrs. Ε. M. Atwood ant '
Daniel A. Glines, who recently sold
carnivorous man—and
the wants of
his farm here and moved to Bethel Hill, Mrs. Asa Atwood went to the city, thi
woman.
a
borne for himself and latter remaining over night with hei
In regard to how much the days has bought
daughter, Mrs. Allen, in Auburn.
in that pleasant village.
lengthen this month, there is found to family
The traders of Buckfield report a ver]
George W. Briggs of Albany drove to
be a discrepancy of a whole minute in
went from good sale of goods for the holidays thui ι
last
and
this
Sunday
three
some
place
saying
the different almanacs;
Some of the stores, noticeably tha ;
on the cars to visit his far.
minutes and others four. Perhaps, if here to Gilead
had a fall, of Morrill and Cole, are decorated In ex
who
mother,
recently
be
wish
to
who
aged
exact,
those
are
there
taste.
it three from which it is feared she will never cellent
it so

evening.
Jessie A. Chapman and Katharine
Walker are at home from Portland dur
ing the week's vacation.
The Kcholars from Fryeburg Acadenn
The Holmes Note.
are at home for the Christmas vacation
mas.
,
S.ioat» of the Maine papers have bee
The funeral of Mrs. Ellen W. Bamis,
Miss Florence B. Spring, teacher at
υ f
having a discussion over the origin
who died on the 18th inst., took place Westbrook, is visiting her father, Mr.
what is well known as the Holmes not«
ΐ from her late home on Monday conduct Marshall Spring.
and the conclusion reached by then ad
by Kev. F. II. Reeves. Mrs. Bemii
Miss Hannah E. Bucknell is improvit was oriitin.it
seems to be correct, thar
was well known and highly respected ir
ed by Austin Holmes of South Pari» town. She leaves a husband, one soi 1 ing.
The Knights of Pythias Lodge, No.
somewhere about 1SÔ0. As is generall and three daughters.
33. is increasing in membership.
not t
known, what is called the Holme*
anc
G.
Charles
of
The marriage
Ralph
Mr. Eli demons is afflicted with rheuia a note given for personal propert y Carrie E. Hubbard was solemnized a
matism.
stated i 1
it
explicitly
being
purchased,
the home of the parents of the bride ir
the note that the auimal or article pui
Lovell village on the afternoon of th<
K
East Waterford.
chased, whatever it may b·, shall rii 24th inst., Rev. J. W. Card officiating
until t
Β. M. Sanderson and wife of Mendon,
main the property of the seller
the families and a few friends wen
Only
I
methoi
has been fully paid for. This
started foi Mass., were at L. M. Sanderson's the
who deal t present. They immediately
first of the week.
was adopted by Mr. Holmes,
other places.
and
Portland
s
animal
Helen M. Sanderson is at home for
in stock, instead of leading the
I
a
cbatu
and taking
Wilson's Mills.
Christmas.
or selling them
wa
}
It
Guy Vun Aldrich of Philadelphia is
mortgage from the purchaser.
Cuvier and Ashton Wilson have gon >
Holme s
adopted by others, and the term in th B over Diamond to work for J. W. Buck also at L. M. Sanderson's.
The three weeks' old son of Mr. and
note has become well understood
Holme ο nam.
Mrs. Chas. W. Gammon died the 17th ot
law. It is now required that a
is toting for J. W. Buck
Storey
Elwyn
mor j.
acute indigestion.
note shall be recorded as a chattel
uam.
■.
Mr. Holmes, the <>;
Misses Maude and Ida Miller of Walgage would be.
School is in session for a 12-weel :
II
on
Hi
place
tham. Mass., came home Tuesday to
iginator, lived on the Gray
term. Lillian Corbett of Errol is teacb
t
υ
Street in South Pari*, later moving
spend a fortnight.
the lower en d «η«·
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Miller celeNorway, where he lived at
Azel Wilson is working on the nev
coi
accumulated
brated the 25th anniversary of their marof the village. He
the Union Water Co.
„ dam for
businet
Ids
from
and evening.
siderable property
Roland Ripley is at work on the net r riage Christmas day
operations.
dam.
wai
the
full
name,
by
Mr. Holmes'
Dlckvale.
Sidney Bennett has gone to Millfiel· 1
but he Wh η
was Eleazer Austin Holmes,
Pond to scale.
Ira B. Wing has finished his wood jot
Holmes.
Austin
as
known
commonly
Aziscoos Grange has elected officers a * in Woodstock and moved back to hie
h
Certain articles which have been pul
follows:
farm.
r f
llshed recently attribute the origin
M»*ter-MC.Unnell.
Ε. M. Worthley has been making re
r
the Holmes note to the late Kbeuezt
Wilson.
<>ver*eer—Axel
is ii
pairs on his mill.
Steward—Earl Hovt.
Rawaon Holmes of Oxford. This
Dairymen are putting in their year't
Holmei I,
Hawson
Chaplain—Strah Fl'-kctt.
correct. Ebenezer
A. S.—Jolinnv Bennett.
supply of ice.
commonly known as Rawson Holme
Uretta Wl!eon.
Sec
Maurice Tracy and Herbert Richard
Eleazer Austi
Tre**.—Betaev Olson.
was a twin brother of
son went to Rumford Falls Tuesday with
r
g Κ.—I.eon Bennett.
Holmes, but he was not the originate
Unnell.
a load of potatoes.
Cerce— Etlda
of the Holmes note.
Pomona— Heeale Cameron.
Tho mercury registered 10 below zero
Ceree—Stella CummlnR*.
here Dec. 24.
L. A. 8.—Adille Ripley.
r,
Tower Clock for Hebron Academj
Stanley Hammond h hauling wood.
Mrs. Cuvier Wilson and A1 Har'·. carr j
Doi ι.
Ida Putnam is now able to be about
In memory of his wife, Paunie
scholars.
the
of H
bam Stearns, Kerry K. Steams
Farnham has got hom i the house.
Alden
Mrs.
Acadeoi y
Cuvier Putnam is recovering from
bron has presented to Hebron
from Canaan, Vt., where she has bee ι
has been placed i n
• tower clock, which
pneumonia.
for a long time.
visiting
a
wj
and
the tower of Sturtevant Hall,
thi
started on Friday, the 18th. In
Norway Lake.
Albany.
nearly all par
place it can be seen from
Mr. Asa Bartlett came from Grafton
ι.
Mrs. Ada Lord and Miss Esfcella Beai
surrounding
its
and
of tbe campus
to spend the holidays with bis wife al
< f
went to Bethel one day last week,
Mr. and Mrs. Stearns were graduates
01 e
J. A Kimball and Miss Maud Dreeee r her father's, Mr. Elmer Dunn's.
tbe school, and Mr. Stearns is now
Miss Leola M. Noyés went to hei
on tt e went to Norway recently.
of tbe trustee*. A bronze tablet
β
Herman Lewis, who has been very ill ι, father's, Dr. Noyée', of Lovell, the 21st.
wall at tbe entrance of the tower bcai
Mrs.
is improving.
I Our school began the 21st.
the following inscription:
Sadie Patch is the teacher for this term.
Charlie Hutchins, who has been work
The cluck In tbe tower la given
a
friend
1
Mrs. Lydia Titcomb and
In memory of
ing for Auranus Morrill, has returne<
Kan η le Dunham Stearns
to Bethel to attend the winter term υ f called on her daughter, Mrs. Chestei
husband,
ber
by
Flint, the 23rd.
Gould's Academy.
Heury K. Stearns.
Mrs. O. W. Edgcomb of Norway spent
It hear witness
Mrs. Elliott Rich of Bethel called oi >
service
may
faithful
By
a few days with her daughter, Mrs.
to her fidelity to duty.
Mrs. F. G. Sloan one day last week.
There was a good attendance at tb 9 Victor Partridge, recently.
an 1.
Misa Ina Kilgore !a «topping at hom<
trees wei • drama giveu by tbe Hunt's Corner
Christmas
of
car·
400
Over
Clark schools at tbe Orange ball Deo. 2i (or a while.
this season.
Maine
of
out
■hipped
—

Bethel.
the

Uni venal 1st
churoh vu paeked to listen to the
Christmas aermon delivered by Rev. W.
C. Curtis, putor of the Congregational
church. The Universalist society offered
the usl of their churoh until the damages
from the fire can be repaired, and it was
thought best to accept the générons

Sunday

day and varied

with
watclics manufactured today, which
often vary more tbun ten seconda a
week, and you will have some idea of
tbe refinements in the science of meaaurlng time. Yet even this accuracy la
surpassed by some famous timepieces,
if tbe trade magazines are to be believed. Tnere have been accounts in

Mountains that
tremble hazily are not conducive to
illusion.
With the elaborate productions of
the

across

stage.

late years the Importance of the builder of scenery has Increased, says Everybody's Magasine. Formerly, when
the scenery consisted merely of canvas stretched over a wooden frame, It

But the struggle
was simple enough.
for realism and sensational effects has
developed difficult problems for the
builder of stage scenery to solve.
Every piece of scenery must be made
so that it can be folded into strips five

feet nine Inches wide, because the
watches that have doors of the
baggage cars In which It
varied lesa than a second in periods as Is transported are only six feet In
lon^ as ten years.
Also every piece must be
breadth.
The clock at the University of Co- light and so constructed that one
lumbia Is an astronomical clock. It is
be removed and another

them of clocks

surrounded by

partial

f» A, 0HUBTUBFF * CO.

ll/E WISH
*

it is

a

vacuum

glass case In which a
Is maintained, and In

order that the case may not be opened
disturbed tbe winding is done automatically by electricity. The clock is

set up in a room especially constructed
to keep it free from jar or vibration.
The temperature and barometric conditions are maintalued practically constant. and every possible precaution Is
taken to minimize the errors of tbe
running mate.—New York World.

IT CLEANS THE SHIPS.

can

scene

put In pluce within ten minutes. It
may take thirty hours of continuous

once the crater of a volcano is now a
crescent shaped harbor. Two glistening white towns of Thera and St.
Nicholas η re perched on tbe summit of
the steep cliffs, whose durk and dismal
hue Is similar to that of the top of Vesuvius. Standing out against the sky
are large numbers of wiudmllls, with
mauy sails, arranged In a perfect circle. These are evidently employed for
crushing the olives, which, along with

work to get the scenery "set up," to
technical expression, after It Is
brought into the theater. After that
the work of changing a scene Is com-

paratively

easy.

Between the main Island on tbe east
and the smaller, Tberesia, ou the west,
are the three small Kaumene islands,
all of which have come Into existence
since the original earthquake, while the
largest of the three was "born from
the sea" less than IKK) years ago. showing that the center of the old volcano
has still a certain amount of activity.
The water In the harbor Into which
the sulphurous streams from this volcanic Island rain has a peculiar property which completely cleans off

growths of every
of any ship.

kind from the bottom

John Wesley'e Prencription.
"Here is α rare little book," said a
Methodist local preacher. "It Is John
Wesley'e 'Primitive Physlck.' Wesley
dabbled In medicine, setting a fashion
Did you
that has not yet died out
ever know α Methodist minister who
didn't dabble In medicine?"
The full title of tbe volume was
"Primitive Physlck; or, An Easy and
Natural Method of Curing Most DlsThe local preacher said that
eases."
he had paid $40 for tbe book, but that
as a medical work It was uot really
To show the weakworth 40 cents.
uess of John Wesley's doctoring be

give you

At this time

Magazine.

Apt Pupil.
Captain Jones (giving

a short lecture to the recruits of his company on
their demeanor in public)—If a civilian
should make offensive remarks in «
public house and try to Induce a quarrel the well conducted soldier should

his

beer

and

go

quietly

After his address Captain Jones
questioned his audience to ascertain
if they had comprehended his remarks.

"Now, Trlvate Jenkins, what shouid
you do If you were at an inn and a
civilian wanted to quarrel with you?"
"I should drink up hie beer, sir, and
'ook It."—Londou PIck-Me-Up.
Etruscan Vasaa.
famous Ktruscan vases were
wrongly named, for, though made in
Etruria, they were the productions of
Greek genius.
They are elegant in
form and enriched with bands of beau-

members l»elng quarantined In a sepaBlankets, boots, collars,
rate room.
harness, soaps and brushes and all the
accessories of a fashionable dog's toilet as well η·( dog medicines are sold at

PiariftB,

Wishing you

Labor Lost.
"A man kin alius fix up arguments
to quiet his conscience," said Uncle
Eben, "but 'taln't 00 use. No matter
how much you turns de clock back,

sundown gwlnter come
—Washington Star.

Je*' de same."

Tha Rular.

Facetious Friend (teaslngly) Well,
which rules, you or your wife? Mr.
Yonngwed (with hauteur)—You forget
we can afford to keep a cook.—Bait!·
—

more American.

4

remind you that
Right with

F.

A.

prices.

popular

a

happy

and prosperous New

Year,

We remain,

SHFRTLEFF

Respectfully,

Better Left Uneaid.
So sorry to hear of your
Caller
Enthusiastic Motormotor accident.
ExIt's nothing.
ist—Oh, thanks!
pect to live through many more. Caller—Oh, I trust not!—London Tlt-Blts.

SOUTH

A

It

COMMON-SENSE SAFEGUARD.

that characterizes hit

every-day actions.
De
For example:

home tired,
heavy dinner and sits down to read
comes

eats a
and smoke away a quiet evening.
Suddenly he notices a weight on hi·

stomach; then sharp pains around hia
heart, and

feeling of suffocation,
"heart disease" rush ovei
him, and in his agony he fears the worst.
His trouble was acute indigestion,
brought on by overloading his tired

Thoughts of

New Year to

Happy

few

Nineteen naught eight is nearly past, only a
more days separate us from the New Year.

I will not be able to see you all personally,
I will take this method of wishing you a

so

happy and prosperous New Year.

I thank you for yourpatronage, for the favors
you have shown me, for the interest you have
I have tried to deserve it
taken in my welfare.
all, and I shall try in 1Θ09 to serve you even
better.
I have made mistakes, I

acknowledge it,

but

I
I am here to remedy anything in my power.
the
1Θ0Θ
make
clean
and
to
the
slate
want
wipe
banner year for me and the one of best values
for you. Join hands with me and pledge with
the friendship of the past and the friendship
of the future.

me

A Few New Year's

Specials.

$16 to $50.
$10 to $16.
Kuppenheimer Suits,

Coats,
Overcoats,

Fur

$12 to $20.
$3.50,*3,*2.50.

Johnson Pants,
W. L. Douglas Shoes and L. H.
Bass Shoes for Men, $2 to $4.
Q,ueen duality Shoes for Wo-

$2.60, 3,3.50,

men

J.

F. PLUMMER,

Furnisher,

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Telephone

A

Ι0β·3.

Surprise

to You

COATS AND SUITS

AS

VHEN TAKEN SUDDENLY ILL—HERE

sense

MAINE.

PARIS.

You and Yours.

—

HELPLESS
CHILDREN

SQUARE,

QO MARKET

'Rooms?'

Exchange.

large stock of

N. Dayton Bolster & Go.,

Fire."

Not Hit Fault.
Dad—Johnnie, your teacher tells me
that you are at the foot of your class.
How's that? Johnnie—That ain't my
fault, dad. They've taken Tommy Tuft
out and sent him to a reform school.—

a

at prices from $1.00-$6.00
each.
Call and see them.

Trice?" 'Keep 'em.' I get along Jus!
as well, and It saves lots of time. Try
It."—New York Times.

common

MHURTLEFF A CO.

A.

for both Street and Stable,

haunted look and weary feet. "N'ow
I go in and say to the elevator man

▲

F.

CO.

BLANKETSΞ

Ξ

a

ARE

A

We have

"When I first started out hunting
apartments I went through a long, polite dissertation." said the woman with

MEN

sizes.

New Year's Present.

Eeperan'.o.

'Apartments';'

help

H OR S Ε

set the river on lire.

janitor:

to

■aaiaaaaaaaaaaiiiiaaiaaaaaaaiaaaainaiMMaiaaiiiil

called a "teiuse," and It became a eus
tomary saying that a lazy man would
Now, Il
never set the temse on lire.
happens that the name of the river
Thames is pronounced HUe the name
of this old tlour sieve, and after many
years, when the old fashioned temse
was forgotten. It war: thou .ht that set
tin? the temse on lire meant setting
the river on fire, and that is why to
day we say that a stupid person will

or

ready

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

old

never

we are

F.A.SHURTLEFF&CO.,

had seen. I began to think that maybe
after all, my several years of su;.i.\
At t!:«
were beginning to bear fruit.
framer's I picked out a nice frame, and
the framer began to ligure on the co. t
"Til tell you, miss.' he said, 'that
If I v.erv
frame will come to S:i.08.
you I'd get something cheaper for that
picture.'"—New York Suu.
on

times, and to

Old Farmer's, Maine Farmers', Leavitt's
and Hicks'.

Yours

it was Hue. Some of the other copyists
said It had value, character, g >oJ coloring and all those things, and even one
of the guards In the gallery got real
friendly one day and remarked that It
was the best copy of that picture he

"Setting the River

as

year,

STATIONERY and DESK SUPPLIES of all kinds.

A Candid Critio.
"A criticism that has helped me a
great deal In my work came from a
man to whom I took a picture to be
framed," saîd a young woman who
spends much of her time copying In the
Metropolitan Museum of Art. "As the
picture progressed my friends told un-

In

you that

price.

The Standard in all the

AlîTliîTIflPR

the club.—New York Tress.

Big, strong man is as a helpless infani
when he is suddenly ill.
The sturdiest chap In town usually
other ornaments, fig- loses his self
control, and is utterly un
a
of
highly
subjects
able to regard his condition with th<

Whara the Cost Comas In.
"Do you find the cost of living any
higher in New York than It was in the
little old town?"
"No. Living doesn't cost do much
more, but a fellow has to pay a big
price to keep from getting lonesome."
—Chicago Record-Herald.

to

fair

assure

coming

Now Make Your

tendants.
Ladles going shopping or to the theater leave their pugs and poodles at the
club and give the attendant in charge
nt the time a few shillings for looking
after It. but If the dog is fed half a
crown Is charged. This pays for a mut-

The

tiful foliage and
ures and similar
artistic character. One class has black
figures and ornaments on a red ground
—the natural color of the clay; another
has the figures of the natural color and
the ground painted black. The former
clans belong to a date about 600 B. C.,
the latter date about a century later
and extend over a period of some 300
or 350 years.—Nejv York American.

wish

the flew Year

a

the

customers at all

our

and

English times. \ν!ι.·:ι ea<|
family was obliged to sift its own ilour
of fresh earth and, lying down, breathe it sometimes happened tli.it tin en or
into the hole for a quarter of an hour. getic man would tuni liis sieve so rap
I have known a deep consumptive cured Idly as to cause It to ι-ηΗι lire. The
thus."-New Orleans Times-Democrat style of sieve used In those days wa>

fellers to a team. Oh, they're sporty!
There's nothing too good for the loggers and, take 'em as a whole, they're
the best class of men I ever run up
against."—Clifton Johnson in Outing

please

We

during

Account Books. and
u%,"·
j0U7''' Ca,4h11Br,,k'
All styles
Memorandums.

boasting a dogs' club. The club is in α
pleasant suit of rooms near the Trocadero and close to Regent street Hand-

the following consumption cure:
"Every morniug cut up u little turf

that don't suit 'em.
No, they either
get drunk or go to church. Some take
in both. I've seen 'em at church pretty
well loaded. 'Bout 'leven or twelve
o'clock they start for their camp. Mostly they hire a rig and go eight or ten

we

aim

we our

the best of goods at

you start

London'· Luxuriou· Reaort For Aristo·
cratic Canine Pet·.
London Is the only city In the world

quoted

"Real Sporty" Woodsman.
The chief recreatlou of the woodsmen of tli· Puget Bound countrj is to
go to town on Saturday nlghte. As a
vulle.v dweller explained: "They've got
money, and they Just blow It In. That
there Is the logger style of It. There's
no places of amusement in the town.
They can go to the library and sit
down or go to a hotel and sit down, hut

It will

it'has been in the past, to

A DOGS' CLUB.

ton chop and milk. A whole crown
provides the little atilmnl with minced
chicken. For a half sovereign Fido
bathed, brushed and perfumed, and
the terraced vines, are the staple prod- he h a French poodle his hair Is careuct of the Island. The Santorln wine is fully curled. A veterinary Is attached
of excellent quality and Is highly ap- to the club to see that only dogs In
preciated In the Levant.
pcrfect health are admitted, all sick

away."

appreciated.

use α

Sailing Through · Voloano Crater In
the Vgoan Sea.
some rugs cover the floors, the winIn the Aegean sea a vessel may sail dows are veiled in lace and silk, and
Into the top of a crater, and, though It luxurious sofas are ranged against the
Is hard to find anchorage there, yet a walls, while a profusion of soft pilmere sail through is appreciated great- lows are scattered about for the comly by captains, because it cleanses tbe fort of aristocratic dogs who prefer
bottom of the ships from marine the floor for a nap. Dainty satin lined
growth.
wicker baskets are provided for the
More than 2,000 years ago the Isle of smaller pets. The membership fee Is
Santorln was split in half by an earth- half a sovereign, but this does not inquake, with the result that what was clude meals, baths or tips to the at-

up

to thank our many friende and customers for their

liberal patronage of the past year.

or

or

drink

™

F. A. IBUBTLirr * CO.

a

stomach.

A couple of Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets
would have given him instant reliefwould have saved him hours of suffer-

log.
Carry a package

of Rexall Dyspepsia
Tablets in your vest pocket or keep

them in yonr room. Take one after each

Ladies' Suits.
$22.00

Suits for

$11.00

$20.00

Suits for

$10.00

$18.00

Suits for

$9.00

$15.00

Suits for

$7.60

Ladies' Coats.

!

£20.00 Coats for
£18.00 Coats for
£15.00 Coats for
£12.60 Coats for
£10.00 Coats for
£8.00 Coats for
£&.Θ8 Coats for

$10.00

$9.00
$7.50
$6.26
$5.00
$4.00

$2.99

Children's Coats.
$9.00
$7.50
$6.98
$4.50
$3.98
$2.98
$1.98

Coats
Coats
Coats
Coats
Coats
Coats
Coats

for.
for
for
for
for
for
fo;r

$4.50
$3.76
$3.49
$2.26
$1.98
$1.49
.99

Don't think these garments are old styles.
They are this Fall aiul
heavy meal, and indigestion can nevei Winter
in
If
want to save one-half
all
the
latest
colore.
styles
you
onjour
bother yon.
Co mi·
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets cure stomacb Suit, Coat or one for your child, don't let this opportunity pass.
troubles by supplying the one element, early before they are all gone.
the absence of which in the gastric
juices, causes indigestion and dvspepsia.
They enable the stomach to digest all
kinds of food and to quickly convert il
into rich red blood.
We know what Rexall DyspepUs
We
Tablets are and what they will do.
guarantee them to cure indigestion and
dyspepsia. If tbey fail, we will refund

your money.

Prices 26 oents per full package. Sold
7. A,
at our store· or by mail.
Shurtleff A Co., Soath Pari·, Ma.

only

=
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Temperatures m low M 19 below
reported Thursday morning.

Miss Eva F. Swett ia at home from
Simmons College, Boston, for the holiday vacation.

SOUTHPAEIS.
βυι τΗ ρληιβ

fust office.

Mm. Maria lilover baa gone to make a
visit to relatives and friends in Sumner
and Hartford.

Oflc· Hours: 7 JO A. M. to 7 JO r. H.
ORAMD TRCNR RAILWAY.

Mies Mabel 6. Hathaway ia at home
for the holidays from her teaching in
ing
Rockport, Mass.

Commencing September 37, 19Utf,
TRAINS

4

LRAVR

SOCTK

We are taking an everlasting farewell
to the old year, and we «ball look on its
Hke nevermore. It has need us fairly
and better than we deserved no
doubt. We bave bad showers of blessluge eveo when tbe skies were brass and
tbe clouds were dry and gave not down.
Of course we have not realized the fact
every moment of our waking hours.
And of course we have had our morn-

PARIS

9:30 A. R.,
Going downcast)—3:36 A. R., dally;
R
dally.
JaIIv except Sunday; 4:33 P.
3
r>> P. r„
30
A.
»
R.,
dally;
Going up (west)—
P. R., daily.
dally except Sunday; 8:47

The first division of the
Society will meet with Mrs.
Tuesday at 2p. it.

grumbles, our meridian worries, and
our
post-meridian frets, farmer-like;
Good Cheer but nature has
kept right on doing for
Prank Buck us
just the same, and the best she could

do under the circumstances, and ehe
There will be a special meeting of didn't seem to lay np any hardness
She
p. rut Congregational Church. He v. A. T. Me- the Fan Tans Tuesday evening at Fan against ns for oar lack of faith.
lt'horter. Paetor. Preacnlng service, 10:43 a. r.; Tan Hall at 7 o'clock.
smiled while she did it, but there might
Κ β-00
Sunday School U 43 A. R.; T. P.p. S. C. Church
the
smile.
of
have been a tear back
R.;
Evening service 7:00
p. m ;
The annual meeting of the Congre- "How sharper than a serpent's tooth it
evening at 7:30 ρ r.
i,rayer meeting Weduesday
are cordially In- gational parish will be beid next Mon- is to
bave a thankless child." We plantA .'not otherwise connected,
day. Jan. 4, at 1:30 P. u.
ed and we sowed, in tbe season of plantM-thodlst Church, Rev T. S. Kewley, Paetor
10 Λ)0 a. r. ;
in the autumn we
Un Sunday, morning prayermeetlng
Mr. and Mrs. America Andrews and ing and sowing, and
a. R.; Sabbath School
not our hand, and what has the
preaching service 10:45
6 00 p. u.\ Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Edwards were guests stayed
I.' m.; Lpworth League Meeting
harvest been?
7
class at Cbas. Edwards' Christmas.
prayer meeting Wednesday evening 30;
When we sum up tbe year's results,
a.eetlug Friday venlng 7 JO.
J. Wallace Cheebro,
and
Kev.
R.
Sumner
Merton
Lewis
A.
Church,
Keen,
we incline to tbe opinion that tbe most
BaptistOn
45
a.
service
10
Sunday, pn-achlng
Pastor
Roy J. Bird are at home for tbe holiday of us—yes, every son and daughter of
Sabbath School 12 R.; T. P. S. C. Ε 6:13 p.
a
Wednesday even- vacation from tbe University of Maine.
us—might have an old-fashioned Thanksa
prayer meeting 7.t*i P. R.,
aire
All
Seats free.
service 7 JO.
in it, and a
It^ prayer
of the Uni- giving day with plums
The annual
meeting
wf.come.
Paetor. versalist Good Cheer Society will be Christmas jubilee of the same pattern—
Universalis» Church, Rev J. H. Little,
at lu :43 a. r
Preaching service every Sunday Union
held Wednesday of this week at 2 p. m. with plums in it.
at f:30
Were our eyes opened as were the
Sut;dav School at 12 *. Junior
P. R.
Wilbur L. Farrar is remodeling a por- eyes of the young man of Dothan, In the
ρ * .Y. P. C. U. at 7
tion of the Penley house on High Street, days of Elisha the prophet, we might
htatkd rkktuos.
Regular which he has recently purchased and into look upon the spirit of Christmas face
M.
f. a A. M.—Pari Lodge, No.
fullmooa- which he will move soon.
to face, and a beautiful one beyond the
meeting Tuesday evening on or before
meet·
I. Ο. ο. F—Mount Mica Lodge. regular
of a doubt. But it is just as
Mr. and Mrs. Η. Π. Stuart and W. shadow
of each weea.—Aurora
g·, Thursday evenln?
and better so. It sbowe
Krcampment.'tlrst and third Monday evenings Earle Stuart of Ilallowell and Mr. aud well as it inis, fur
coat and in such gara
or each ;aonth.
nicely
up
were
of
Portland
Brown
Mrs.
Fred
No.
D. ot R-—Mount Ple.tsan Rebekah Lodge,
The spirit
wear.
women
ments as
of
H.
Stuart's.
each
at
J.
fourth
Christmas
Fridays
and
guests
30. meets second
aforesaid is masquerading quite lively
month In Odd Fellows' Hall.
No. 14S, meets
Mrs. A. C. Jones and Mrs. Margaret just about now; day time and night
<». Λ. R —W. K. Kimball Post,
of each
Wilbur and daughter Dorothy were in time. Were the spirit stripped of the
tir t and third Saturday eveningR.
Hall.
A.
In
G.
month.
Portland to spend Christmas, and Mrs. grossness that hides it from mortal
Wm. S. Kimball Circle, Ladles of the G. A.
evenlnes of Jones will remain a while for a visit.
view, it would be exceedingly difficult
..meets Urst and third Saturday
Hall.
Ami
In
Grand
each month.
to buy things at the stores and
meets
Mrs. Dr. Stewart has been visited for for it
3. of V.—-Joshua L. Chain'ierlaln Camp
do it. And it
of each month. a few
her father and mother, make change. Couldn't
iirst an I third Tuesday evenings
days
by
I to Oct. 1,
would hardly be the proper thing to
!*. of IL—Paris Grange, from May
the Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell, of Wales, and her
during
thirl
Saturday;
and
m ets flrst
in spirit them away leaving no equivalent.
In sister. Miss Maxwell, who teaches
remainder of the year, meets every Saturday,
And the spirit of Christmas wouldn't do
(i ran-re Hall.
Melrose, Mass.
of
think. The
we
fourth
Mondays
and
that. That's what
C. 0. G. C.—Second
Mise Faunv Chapman, who is attend- Christmas spirit doesn't steal, whatever
ea- fc month.
No.
181,
Brook
Lodge,
Ν Ε. Ο. P.—Stony
ing the normal school at Gorham, arriv- garb it wears.
_·
1- second and fourth Wednesday evening*
John.
ed home Christmas eve to spend her vaof < at:h month.
meets
every
cation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
K. of P.—Hamlin Lodge. No. 31,
Notes.
News
Maine
Fr ay evening at Pythian Hall.
Β. N. Chapman.
with
T. S. Barnes ami family were
Mr. and Mrs. George Bennett, Mr. and
relatives in Portland for Christmas.
Mrs. Oscar Bennett and Miss Mary BenPresident-elect William H. Taft has
Porter and been îuvited by the Portland Board of
a position in nett of Norway, and H. N.
has
who
Fitield,
J.
Harry
family of South Paris were entertaiued Trade to do the very sensible act of
Bjston, was at home over Christmas.
at John Bennett's Christmas day.
spending bis summer in Portland or its
Mr. and Mrs. Albert D. Park spent
vicinity.
at
Village corporation meeting
Engine
Christmas with relatives at East Sumner. Hall
Tuesday evening, to instruct the
The owners of tbe Auburn and Turuer
The annual business meeting of the assessors regarding settlement with the railroad have bonded the tine water
Baptist church is held this Monday Norway Water Co., and to raise money power at Turuer. This is said to mean
for expenses in securing amendment to that a mill will be built which will give
evening.
the charter.
employment to a unmber of people and
Miss Julia P. Morton is at home for
for the railroad.
the holidays from her teaching in AbingWalter L. (iray and George M. At- furnish freight
wood were at Portland Tuesday to atton, Mass.
The inhabitants of a portion of tbe
tend a meetiug of the Trustees of He- town of Berwick will petition the legisMr. and Mrs. Alton C. Wheeler spent
bron Academy, when it was voted to lature to set them off on to the town
Christmas with Mrs. Wheeler's parents
build a boys' dormitory at Hebron, and of South Berwick. The valuation of the
at Auburn.
Mr. (iray was made one of the committee territory is about $100,000, mostly in
of
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Stanley
to solicit subscriptions for that purpose. farms. Berwick will oppose the move.
Auburn were guests at C. W. Bowker's
At W. J. Wheeler's Friday evening a
George W. Ross, well known as a
over Sunday.
family Christmas tree was unloaded. former deputy sheriff and chief game
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Tucker spent All the members of the family were at warden fur Washington and Hancock
A. J. Counties, of late years traveling with
Christmas with the family of Judge S. home, including Mr. aud Mrs
L. Fogg at Bath.
Stearns of Norway, and Howard G. circuses, is now the owner of an interest
in in the Frank A. Robbins circus, whjch
now
are
whose headquarters
C. Walter Chase went to Dr. King's Wheeler,
for an Manchester, N. H. Miss Isabelle Bryant will tour Maine next summer.
Portland
at
Thursday
Hospital
and Roy E. Cole were also of the party.
operation for gill stones.
The little Catholic church of St. AnThe officers of Aurora Encampment thony, built within the past year, at
were
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph B. Penfold
for the coming year were elected at the Oquossuc, has now been completed and
with Mrs. Pen fold's relatives at North
regular meeting Monday evening of last mass is being held in it, under the diWaterford for Christmas.
week.
They will be installed together reotion of Rev. A. J. Barry of Humford
Charles H. Marston of Damariecotta with the appointed officers Monday Falls. The church was built largely
South
of
Paris, spent evening, Jan. 4th. The elected officers through the efforts of Miss Cornelia T.
Mills, formerly
Christmas with his sons here.
are as foliows:
Crosby, so well known as "Fly Rod" in
Chief Patriarch—L. W. Iloltla.
the Rangeley region.
Mrs. Louise J. Briggs went last week
Priest—I J Merrill.
High
to visit her sister, Mrs. Gibbs, in PortSenior Warlcn—C. A. Maraton.
While half a dozen Maine towns are
to spend some weeks
Scribe—«j. W. Haskell.
land, and
two that are
CVCROHH.
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expects

there.

Miss Edith M. Willis is at home from
Brockton, Mass., to
her teaching in
spend the holidays with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. T. W. Willis.
William L. Blood was visited for two
three days last week by his brother.
A. S. Blood, of Lowell, Mass., whom be
had not seen for a number of years.

pemon

Second Congregational Church, Rev. It. β
Hideout, Paetor. Preaching service Sunday
10:30 A. M.; Sabbath 8chool,12.00 M.; Y. P. 8
C. E., Sunday Evening, 6:30 P. M.; Social Meet
tag, 7:00 P.M.; regular weekly Prayer Meeting,

j

The Seneca Club is entertained this
Mondav evening by Mrs. Stewart and
Mrs. H. E. Wilson at Mrs. Stewart's.
The evening's topic is Philadelphia.

Davij

STATED MEETINGS.

F Λ Α. M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge,
No. 18, in Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on or
before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
No. 29, assembles Wednesday Evening, on or
before full moon. Oxford Council, R. a 8. M..
Friday evening· after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after
full moon.
I. O. O. F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting
In Odd Fellows' Hall, every Tuesday Evening.
Wlliley Encampment, No. 21, meets In Odd
Fellows' Hail, eecond and fourth Friday Evenings of each month. Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge.
No. 58, meets on flrst and third Friday of each
month.
K. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block
every Thursday Evening. U. R., A. O. Noyes
D vision. No. 12, meets third Friday of each
month. Lake Assembly, No. 33, P. S., eecond
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
P. of H.—Norway Grange meets second and
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall.
G. A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. 54, meets In
Now G. A. R. Hall on the flrst Tuesday Evening
of each month.
W. R.C.—Meets In New G. A.R. Hall, Mon_

day evening.

Ν. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In
NewG. A.R. Hall, on the flrst and tWrd Wednesday evenings of each month.
O. U. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council,
No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday

evening.
U.O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets
eecond and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
month.
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247,
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of
each month
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 2, meets in Ryer·

hall, every Thursday evening, September to
May, flrst and third Thursday evenings, May to
September.
son

M.—F. P. Towne.
O.—Clarissa Buck.
L.—Llzile Howe.
S.—Frank Wood.
A. S.—Arthur Buck.
C.—Mrs. C. N. Tubbe.
Treas.—Atvln Brown.

Mise Ethel C. Crockett, who teaches I
in Bridgewater, Mass., is at home for
the holiday vacation, and is accompanied
by her nephew, Miles Record, of Abington.

j

The employee of the Paris Manufacturas
ing Co. had quite a Christmas recess,
the factor* did not run Friday or Saturday. J. A. Kennev's mill made a full
week, including Christmas day.
MissS. L. Rounds, who has been assistant secretary of the Associated ( h:irities in Salem, Mass., for the past few
months, has resigned that position, and
returned to her home last week.

day
not bright and clear, but were mild and
comfortable, and people enjoyed beiag
Three of the Sunday Schools obout.
served the occasion on Christmas eve,
the Methodist school having a cantata
and tree, the Baptist school a concert
and tree, and the Universalist a supper
and tree. The Congregational school
had its tree in the afternoon of Christmas day, with a reception to the parents
of the smaller scholars, and refreshA special proserved.
ments were
gramme including a concert of sacred
music was given at the Bijou Friday
evening. There were no other public
affairs of any kind.
eve

ami Christmas

Mrs. Spofford Flint of Pleasant Street
Miss Mildred Parlin, who has had a I
long and painful illness with rheumatic died very suddenly with an apoplectic
fever, was able to walk down street Wed- shock Saturday morniug. Mrs. Flint,
nesday, for the second time since last whose maiden name was Sarah A. Swett,
in
spring. She still walks with much diffi- was *14 years of age, and wa# born
Westbrook. Mr. and Mrs. Flint came
culty.
to South Paris from Bethel a little more
Mr. and Mrs. II. A. Morton entertain- than a
year ago, and Mr. Flint has beeu
s
Morton
Mrs.
dinner
ed at Christmas
as night watchman by the
employed
RichardDores»
Mrs.
and
mother
sister,
Paris Manufacturing Co. Besides her
son and Miss Florence M. Richardson,
husband, Mrs. Flint leaves two sons,
Mr. and Mr9. Benjamin Swett, Miss
Ruger Flint and Harry Flint, both of
Olive C. Swett and Miss *aia I. Swett.
Β iston. She is also survived by two
Howard F. Swett of Gorham,
At its annual meeting Friday evening brothers,
and Alphonse M. Swett of WestMt. Pleasant Rebekah Lodge elected the Maine,
brook. The funeral at the house Monfollowing officers:
afternoon is attended by Rev. J. W.
day
Ava
I.eaeh.
G.—Mies
N.
Chesbro.
V. G.—Mrs. Carrie A. lîrtgjr*.

j

dovekie. The latter mentioned bird
was found in the western part of the
It had evitown one night last week.
dently been driven inland by the strong
wind as it was in an exhausted condition
and died a few days after. Local bird
authorities state that never to their
knowledge has an American rough legged hawk been seen in this section.
The snowy owl is found occaaianally
but it is a rare visitor in this locality.

Boys' Dormitory ai

neoron

Atauemy.

iind lived here for four years, some two
years in Auburn, and then in Haverhill,
Mass., where he died. He was a most
excellent musician, and often played in
public as violinist with marked success.
The remains were accompanied to Norway by the parents, hie brother, Cari C.
Hayden, and uncles, Dr. Prank Hayden
of Portland and Prof. Richard E. Clement of Elizabeth, N. J. Rev. Merrill
C. Ward officiated at the tomb. The
large floral offerings were most beauti-

ful.
Mrs. L. M. Longley and children are
at WakeIT TAKEN visiting at their former home
TOWARD BUILDING
STEPS
field, Ν. H.
BY THE TRC3TEES.
The clerks will hold a meeting at the
Opera House Tuesday evening and dieof cuss the annual clerke' ball.
At a meeting of the Trustees
The officers elect of Mystic Lodge, No.
Hebron Academy held in Portland Tuesday, it was voted to build a boys' dormi- 101, A. 0. U. W., are:
P. M. W .-Willie G. Avere.
tory at the academy. This is a need of
M. W.Workman—Daniel F. Dellea.
the iustitution which has long been felt.
Glbhene.

Foreman—C. L.
it is
Overseer—Jne Martlneau.
estiFin.—John Manon.
Receiver—F. M. Bennett.
mated cost of $30,000, and it is reckoned
Guttle—L. A. Marnton.
that when the building is completed
I. W.—Henry Vancourt.
O. \Y\—Charles Amnot.
satisfactorily and furnished, the sum of
540.000 will have been used.
Praak R. Taylor, for some time in
A committee composed of Frank B.
Portland, is stopping with Frank D.
Milliken of Portland, W. Scott Bearce of
Briggs and is able to be about the streets
Hebron, and Walter L. Gray of Snath and
with his Norway friends again. Hia
Paris was chosen to solicit subscriptions.
is much improved of late.
health
It is understood that eeveral large subThe officers elected of A. 0. Noyes
scriptions are already in sight.
No. 12, U. R. K., of P., are:
I tec Sec.— M Us llattlo Leach.
The trustees present at the meeting Co.,
The following list has been prepared
W. Sheen.
Un. Sec.—Mrs. Sophia Clark.
Capt.—W.
D.
Hon.
were:
Bisbae, president,
George
Mrs. Haute Dean.
let Lieut.—C. M. Tltcomb.
Treas
by the committee in the contest arranged
2·! Lieut.—K. G. Felt.
Trustees— Mr». Hannah Wright. Mise Anna
Rumford; Ν. M. Marshall, M. D., viceHamlin Temple:
by
Recorder—M. L. Kimball.
J. W. Beede, M.
Mor»*, A. E. Shurtleff.
Il» pointe. preeideut, Portland;
Applications (accepted),
Treae.—E. C. Thompson.
"
50
D., Auburn; George W. Hanson, SanAt the Bijou Friday evening a concert Reinstatement*,
"
SO
Admission by carl,
ford; W. E. Sargent, Hebron; GeorgeM. Col. Warren E. Riker of Lewiston will
"
of sacred music was given in addition to original
90
Atwood, Paris; H. K. Stearns, Hebron; install the officers on the evening of the
"
60
the regular programme, by some of the -olo, vocal or Instrumental,
"
Hon. John D. Long, Hingham, Mass.; third Wednesday of January.
75
There was Quartette,
best of the local singers.
"
25
Reading,
W. Scott Bearce, Hebron; A. M. RichAnnie Danforth is at home from Som"
35
singing by a double quartette, and solos Recitation
Edwin C. erville, Mass., for the holidays.
Hebron;
"
secretary,
ardson,
Miss
Clark.
5
Quoiat'ous
by Mrs. Robbins, Miss Ruby
"
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Morrison of Cari10
Teague, treasurer, Hebron.
Rose Clark, Mr. Sessions, Mr. Kinnev Attendance,
bou are stopping with Mrs. Morrison's
were
chosen
are
members
of
the
All
The pictures
Temple
ami Mr. Bartlett.
Communication.
parente, Mr. and Mrs. Freeland Howe.
"The Holy City" and "The little girl on oue side or the other and are requestMr. and Mrs. Hal Eaton of Stoughton,
ed to prepare themselves to take some Editor Democrat :
who didn't believe in Santa Claus.
of Mr. and Mrs.
are the guests
I do not care to get into the water Mans.,
Prices were as usual, and there was a part in the exercises without further
Mrs. Eaton's parente.
Each side will be given one- works controversy, though inadvertent- Charles H. Sargent,
notice.
house.
good
Freeland Howe, Jr., and wife passed
half hour each meeting. Contest will be- ly and heedlessly becoming somewhat
with Mrs. Howe's parents,
George Burnham, Jr., the head of the gin next regular meeting, Tuesday, Jan. involved in the matter. I am not a Christmas
Mr. and Mrs. George Brown, at Bangor.
corn packing concern, the Burnham &
12.
friend" or partisan of the Norway
"good
Morrill Co., who spends much time at
and have no stock in
A very pretty entertainment was the Watet Company,
South Paris, suffered a paralytic shock
The Valuable White Pine.
cantata." "The Santa Claus Club," given or interest in it whatever, except
at his home in Cumberland last Thursits
furnishing my family with
through
evenMethodist
at
the
Austin Cary's report on
Thursday
In
Professor
vestry
One side is paralyzed, and the
day.
water. I have always felt and so exing. About forty members of the Sunto the State Grange he declared
so that
forestry
if
organs of speech are affected,
reserve
that
without
School took part in it, ranging from pressed myself
that the most valuable forest land in the
of South Parie wanted a sysalthough he is rational ami can under- day
ladies to quite small girls and the people
state at present is southwest of the
stand what is said to him, he is unable young
works
of
their
own they
water
of
tem
Solos and choruses were both
Androscoggin river where white pine
At last reports, considering bovs.
to talk.
have it.
to
ought
well rendered, especially considering
will grow almost like a weed in the
the severity of the shock he was fairly
1908.
Dec.
th
Soi
Paris,
26,
how young many of the singers were,
sandy soil. He thinks the Grange bas a
comfortable.
F.
WniTllAN.
C.
and the smoothness of the performance
great chance to/educate the people in
this respect and to make clear the posMrs. A. C. Hall underwent a severe bore testimony to the careful drill which
Insurance
Patrons'
a
The
has
MonThe
cantata
last
also
been
Company.
had
sibilities and profits in careful, well
given.
•urgical operation at her home
of
to
the
Club
fair
Santa
Claus
bids
in this line.
and
lesson,
showing
day. She is doing well,
Saturday the annual meeting of the directed work
Professor Cary strongly argued in
make a good recovery. Mr. Hall, who boys willing to let the poor children Oxford County Patrons of Husbandry
seats at
was seriously ill some time since, and from the street have the first
Mutual Fire Insurance Co. was held at favor of state forests in Maine, advisbetter later, has recently been worse. the Christmas feast and take the chances Grange Hall, South Paris. The com- ing the purchase of land suitable for the
Mr. and Mrs. Hall have each a trained of what they can get for themselves. pany is in excellent condition as shown purpose as rapidly as possible. He deOn account of The vestry was tilled with an audience
clared that state forests are a well acnurse to care for them.
by the reporte of the officers. Officers
Mr. Hall's illness their eon, H. F. Hall of which followed the performance with were elected as follows:
cepted principle of political economy
and among the advantages named the
Kansas City, was sent for a few .lays great interest.
President— Henry D. Hammond, Paris.
of a stable and
since, but could not come, as Mrs. Hall
Secretary and Treasurer—G. W. Q. Perbam, following: Maintenance
Paris Grange will hold an all day Bryant's
Pond.
substantial income; use of much land
is seriously ill.
2d.
The
installJan.
Director*—
meeting Saturday,
now going to waste.
Henry D. Hammond, Paris.
At Mrs. L. C. Morton's Friday a party ation of the officers for the ensuing year
Mr. Pinchot has stated that there are
J. A. Roberts, Norway.
in the forenoon at 10 o'clock.
C. A. Rlchardton, Greenwood.
of seventeen sat down to Chistmas din- will be
two and one-half million acres in New
South
Paris.
Leon A. Brooks,
and One hour will be taken for dinner, after
ner, including besides Mrs. Morton
England on which only does tree plantCharles Edwards, South Paris.
Miss Julia P. Morton, Mrs. A. T. Forbes, which the following programme will be
L. L. Phillips, Hebron.
ing have any significance, the rest being
E.
presented:
T. B. W. Stetson, Hartfor.l.
Mis* Fannie A. Forbes and Arthur
restocked, or capable of being restocked,
Morton
P.
William
Sinking. America,
Grange.
Forbes, Mr. and Mrs.
by natural means. "If one-half of thic
1. Current events of the Nation,
and son, Raymond Penfold, George R
The Chain Prayer Again.
area belongs to Maine," said Prof. Cary,
Brother Leon Brooke.
Morton
G.
Clarence
condition
Morton and family,
2. Current events In the State,
We have received another copy of a "a large share ia in the above
Brother Β. K. Richards.
forest cui
and family, and Miss Maud Douglass.
chain prayer, purporting to have been This is enough, if under good
3. Harmonica Duet.
to
After a very satisfying dinner had been
and
untaxed,
provide all th<
Sisters A jtile i'wan and Mattle Richards started by Bishop Lawrence.
Bishop ture
Brother Frank Pike. Lawrence has
disposed of. a Christmas tree and snow 4. Song.
denied ever start- revenue now raised by the state." H<
publicly
that conditions are such thai
bank beneath it were relieved of present* 5. Remarks, Brother Porter Stearns upon hla
visit to Oklahoma with exhlhlt of some ing the prayer chain or giving out the explained
inexpensive but numerous, and every
said to have been uttered by him. investment in such projects is not tempt
articles procured there.
prayer
ol
reminders
and that the worl
Sister Ryereon
one preeent received several
6. Reading,
A man wise enough to be a bishop ing to private capital
7. Question, What are the greatest dangers thai
the occasion.
must be done by the state.
threaten us as a nation? Opened by would never endorse the foolish stateAmong the principal problema.of for
Brother J. H. Little, followed by others.
ments made in each of the chain prayers
"Seems to me it's pretty quiet forth* S.
Brother S. M. King
at preaent Prof. Cary meotionec
Paper,
eatry
as.
The
best
been
sent
to
as
have
place
Sisters Hammond and Rowe
day before Christmas," was a remarV 9. Duet,
Trae better fire control, augmenting and man
Brother Harry Farrar for them is the waste basket.
It was admitted!] lo original Poem,
heard Thursday.
of atate, regulating
12. Closing Song,
Orange faith and prayer will find a better way aging land in name
rather quieter than some years, but thai
and gathering of acientific dati
cutting
the multitude for good.
of
beei
reaching
has
business
does not signify that
for use in practical work.
J. H. Little.
Col. E. C. Farrington, secretary of th<
bad. The weather and traveling wen •
of th< Maine Sportsmen's Fish and Game Asso
time
the
all
good practically
A DANGEROUS OPERATION
THIS IS WORTH READING.
Christmas shopping, and there was u< ciation is sending out cards announcing
the annual meeting of the associaLeo F. Zelinski, of 68 Gibson St., is the removal of the appendix by ι
occasion for crowding the buying inti that
The merchant tion will be held at the room of the judi Buffalo, N. Y., eayt··: "I cured the most surgeon. No one who takes Dr. King'i
one or two good days.
on ani
clary committee at the state house at S annoying cold sore I ever bad, with New Life Pilla la ever snbjeoted to thii
say that while there was no rush
o'clock, Jan. 3. The officers for the en Bucklen's Arnica Salve. I
day as there some:imes is, there was
applied this frightful ordeal. They work so quietl?
will be chosen. Some ver]
salve once a day for two day·, when you don't feel them. They cure consti
steady trade for a number of dayi » suing year matters
to
fist
the
th<
relating
whole
an<
As a
important
Christmas.
ore
headache, bilionsneaa
every trace of the sore was gone. Heal· pation,
f
interests will cone before tbi 1 all soree. Sold under
Christmas trade, while not phénoménal!: and game
guarantee at 7. ▲. malaria. 25c at F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.'ι
j meeting.
Shurtleff Λ Co.'· drag store.
drug store.
large, has been good.

Although no plans were adopted,
proposed to erect a building at an

breeding traffic.
"To this end, in the light of recent
experience, and the practical results,
according to the Episcopal address,
'states which have been notoriously unfriendly to any temperance legislation,
except general license, have passed local
option laws, which have been accepted
by county after county until almost the

Church.

Λ Dsrk Outlook.
When a minister, marrying η negro
••tuple. started to ask the woman,
"I>o you take this man for better or
i\.r worse?" the woman startled the
clergyman by blurting out: "No, judge,
I wants him Jest as he is. If he gits
any better he'll die, and If he gits any
wuss

I'll kill him

Bid

0

91.00.

drugstore.

tle free.

Mothtr Gray'· SwMt Powdtr» for Children,
Successfully use l by Mother Gray, nurse la the
Children's Home In New York, Cure Feverlshness, Bad Stomach, Teething Disorders, more
and regulate the Bowels and Destroy Worms.
Over 10,000 testimonials. TXey ntvtr. ail. At all
druggists, 25c. Sample FREE. Address, Allen
8. Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. Y.
Bora.
33,
Paris,
Huotaen, a daughter.
In Norway, Dec. 19, to the wife of Chester O.
Holden,

a son.

therefor.
To his

intense disgust, instead of
offering hini a comfortable check for
the copyright the publisher demanded
that he should pay him for the risk of

Best

AND

Buy Clothing and Furnishor
ings and Whether Your Purchases be Large
Small it Will be Our Constant Endeavor to
Make You a Satisfied Customer.

Th» subscriber hereby gives notice that be baa
been duly appointed executor of the laat will
αηΊ testament of
DOROTHY C. F. HAMBLEN, late of Lovell,
In tbe County of Oxford, deceased, and given
AII persons having
» mi! s as the law directe.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present tbe same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
CYHUS.K. CHAPMAN.
Dec. 1Mb, 180S.

class

that

been made in

has

years

Wishing

Which is

Drug

now on

sale at the

Store of this town.

Could

we

be fairer?

Careful Service

sending

10

cents

in

silver

DIRECTORS.

Conscience.

Conscience enables us not merely to
learn the right by experiment and
induction, but Intuitively and in adSo In addivance of experiment
tion to the experimental way whereby
we learn Justice from the facts of human history we have a transcendental
way and learn it from the facts of human

nature and from immediate con-

sciousness.—Theodore Parker.

Beyond All Music.
At one of the Yorkshire Inns, relates
a Liverpool contemporary, there Is a

who can Improvise accompaniments to any song that any singer
wishes to sing. He cannot read a note
of music, yet, In the local vernacular,
he "can play owt." Recently, however,
he met witli an unexpected check. A
man hummed over an air, but the pianist failed to get the key. "Let's try
it again," he said. And they tried it
again. Still It was of no use. A third
trial brought no better result. Then

pianist

pianist turned to the singer In anger and said: "SItlia. aw've tried tha
t'
on t' white 'uns, aw've tried tha on
black 'uns and Aw've tried tha 011 Γ
It's no
black and white 'uns mixed.
the

use.

Tim's singing between t'cracks!"

His Last Job.
Bill Nye In his earlier days once approached the manager of a lecture bureau with an application for employment and was asked if he had ever
done anything In that line.
"Oh, yes," said Bill.
"What have you done?"

Geo. R. Morton.

in a dime museum, sitting in a
barrel with the top of my head sticking out—posing ns the largest ostrich
?gg In

captivity."

Trimming Ship.

The Wickfords, who for several
weeks had becu touring Europe, hnd
reached Pisa and were at the top of
the famous leaning tower. Mr. Wickford was thin and wiry, but his wife
was so fleshy as to be almost a burden

to herself.
As she sAkhI clinging to the railing
«,η the hlpher side, gasping for breath
and fanning herself, he cautiously approach«nl the lower side, lay flat on his
Btomach nnd, grasping one of the uprights, pulled himself forwnrd until he
could look down over the edge. The

effect was terrifying, and, with a hasty
exclamation, he drew back. The tower
seemed to be falling, and he could feel
his hair rising to meet the emergency.

"What Is It, Nathan?" asked his wife,
starting toward him.
"Get back there, Candace, quick!" he
gasped. "If you bring your weight
over
over here the whole thing will go

sure!"

Noble discontent Is the

•n.—Htgglnsoa.

path

to heav-

0
0
ô

5

ν

Ù
ν
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Deposit Department.

Safe

Our SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES are now ready for the use
of those who desire to deposit their PRIVATE PAPERS and
ARTICLES OF VALUE. Rent per year, $5.00 and upward.

Checking Account.

We Solicit Your

0 a. in. to 12.10 p. m.; 1.15 to 3 p. m.

Market

Block.

Pythian

South Paris, Maine.

Square.

LET US SHOW YOU
that

we can

relieve that

squint,

Hat Pins

take away those frowns, overheadaches and relieve
come
much

nerve

strain.

From the wee child to the
this
gray haired sire we otier

Sells Others.

are

still here with the most

Kinds of Winter Footwear
carried

and remember that

St., South Pari·, Me.

for every occasion.
The next time you need a pair of trousers,
here and see what we have to oiler you.

come

In

Real Rose Hat Pins

All

It does not seem possible, vet it is true,
that the:>e Hat l'ius are nude out of real
live roses. changed entirely into metal
by a secret process.preserving every detailof the rote fiom which each pin is
made. They can not break, and willlast
This discovery is without
forever.
doubt one of the lost arts of the ancient
Egyptians. They are the most beautiful
of all Hat Pins. No two arc alike. Finished in five colors, to conform to the
prevailing fashion· in millinery. Made
in six sizes,from the smallest rose bud
to the f ul 1 blown flower Thesepin* are
made by the genuine "DELAMOTHE"
secret process, the only process by
which an open rose can be
met.ilized. Don't buy an inferior imitation. All genuine "DELAMOTHE
Mctalized Heal Hose Hat Fins" have
the name stamped on the pin.

H.

the paper and send It, together with your name
and address, also the name of your Druggist, to
the Smith Drug Co 200 Smith Bldg Syracuse,
Ν. Y., and they will send you by return mall an
order on your Druggist for a 75c. bottle free.
We ask as a special request, that you purchase
a 25c. package of Uva-Lax Pills when receiving
the free bottle, as the pills greatly assist Urlc-O.
Use them together and be convinced of their
from

experience

that

personal

rcc

valuable advertising,
and that Is the way we Intend to acquaint the
world with Uric 0. Send for Urlc-O, no matter
where yon live. It Is sold by druggists all over
this country at 75c. and $1.00 per bottle, and we
Is the most

Uric-Ο Is sold
want you to have a bottle free.
and personally recommended by F. A. Shurtleff
A Company.

...

at

I

We have the exclusive

productsforthiscity. See
the exhibit in our win·
dow of this wonderful

j

Chains, Lockets aud Mount Mica Gems
set in Tiffany gold rings ail ready to put
:>n.
Clocks, all styles, sizes and prices.
You will find an expert watchmaker in
Bring yonr
uur Jewelry Department,
watch and clock repairing to A. C. Lord.
Also Jewelry of any kind. We repair and
make over any article in the Jewelry line.
We sell the Parker Lucky Curve Fountain Pens.

Dr. Parmemter gives bis personal attention to Eye Troubles and fits Glasses
for same. All Glasses made to order.
Latest styles in Frames and Mountings.
Open every
Come here, Consult me.
We are a little out of the way
ovening.
PRODUCE
WE
walk.
to
it
but
pays
THE GOODS.

DR. PARMENTER
EYE SPECIALIST
AND OPTICIAN,

Maine.

Norway,

CLOTHIER,

ΠΑΙΝΕ.

HOLIDAY HINTS!
3c. to $2.60
25c., 36c., 60c.
25c. and 50c.
10c. to $1.25
3c. to 60c.

Handkerchiefs,

Perfumes in Fancy Boxes,
Large Line of Neckwear,
Dolls, dressed and undressed,
Fancy Baskets and Boxes,
Pretty Line of China suited to the Holiday
Trade.

25c., 50c., $1.00
$5.60 to $8.00
50c. to $1.60

Fancy Belts,

Sets Table Linen,

Linen Damask by the yard,
Napkins in all prices.
Tray Cloths, Linen and Mercerized.

10c. to

Towels,
Blankets,

Remember our
Down.
Call and

$1.25

45c. to $7.50
Coats and Suits are Marked

see us.

Yours

sincerely,

S. B. &. IS. PRINCE,

···

YOU OAX FIND

Just the Gift for New Year's
AT THE

Underwear and Hosiery.
Miss S. M. Wheeler,

TUCKER

//ffî-p-*

HARNESS

STORE.

If it is not a Harness, Blanket or Robe you need, why
not select one of our Sleigh Heaters or a White Robe

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

■

FOSTER,

B.

ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

LADIES' and CHILDREN'S

)

grades from $1.50 to $5.

discovery.

Prices $1.50, «2.00, *2 50, *3.00, $3.75,
$4.50 each. Given away Free. Call and
nee our new stock of latest style, up-todate Jewelry before buying your Holiday

ALSO A COMPLETE LINE OF

CASTORIA For Infants and Children.
Tki lUai ΥβαΗιτβ Alwijs tafht

Our stock

of worsteds and cassimeres.

NORWAY,

sale of "DELAMOTHE"

Η Α Τ S

SQUARE,

grades

our trousers

perfectly

Greatly Reduced Prices.

MARKET

perfection of finish,
good points expected.

ONE PRICE

Metalpresents and gut a beautiful
Apply.
Twenty
Real Rose Hat Pin Free.
ized
Rheumafrom
If thero are still any sufferers
Both
years gold filled watches for $7.50.
tism In this country or wherever this paper
Ladies' and Gents' Watches, Fobs, Rings,
wonderful
the
tried
not
have
that
yet
reaches,
Watch Chains and Cuff Links, Bracelets,
RheumaUc Remedy, Urlc-Ο, we want them to
Stick Pins, Baby Pins, Neck
believe Brooches,

possibility.

fit and

includes all

Who

do this Is to give a large bottle of this remedy to
It to his
every sufferer and let him test and try
satisfaction. If you suffer from Rheumatism,
of
no matter what form, just cut this notice out

style,

have all the

Julia Davis, widow.
ADDI8ON K. HEKUICK,
Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

try It cow at our exjiense. We Qrmly
that there Is not a rase of Rheumatism In the
world that will not yield to the wonderful effects
of Urlc-O, and we want to prove It to every
The best way to
all
doubter

always right.

MEN'S TROUSERS

Joseph H. Davl*, late of Woodstock, deceased; will and petition for probate thereof
and the appointment of Julia Davis as administratrix with the will annexed presented by said

A 75-Cent Bottle Given Free to All

are

Tolopbou ο 112·3.

Probate Court to be held at said Paris, on the
third Tuesday of Jan., A. D. 1800, at nine of the
clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If
they see cause :

TO TEST URIC-0 FREE

prices

Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.

The annual meeting of Mount
Mica Building Association will be
held at the Town Office, Thursday,
Jan. 7th, 1909, at 2 o'clock, P. M.,
for the choice of officers and the
transaction of any other legal busi-

ALL RHEUMATICS
INVITED TODAY

our

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO,,

Mt. Mica Building Association.

great merit.

line of

TRUNKS, BAGS and SUIT CASES,

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,

beyond

complete

proof

RICHARDS,

6 Pleasant

We

ever

Each Fair of Glasses Fitted

S.

Christmas.

After

by any store in Oxford County. We make a
ftliot'* for House Wear. If
of
Comfort
specialty
of
are troubled with cold feet, come here and buy a pair
you
shoes and be happy. We also have a full line of
our cold

careful service.

We know
"Well." replied Bill, "my last Job commendation

was

John B. Robinson.
George W. Cole. Jr.
Frank A. Shurtleff.
William P. Potter.
Winfield S. Starbird.
George Burnham. Jr.
Fred'k A. Heidner.

William J. Wheeler.
George M. Atwood.
N. Dayton Bolster.
Alton C. Wheeler.
Lewis C. Bates.
Sumner E. Newell.

1908.

years!"

ώ
i)

PARIS TRUST COMPANY

or

stamps to pay postage.
Addrees The Bloodine Co.,
Boston, Mass.

our care.

Norway

Parie

Bank Hours:

To prove the wonderful
merits of Bloodine we will mail
a large sample bottle to any one

New Year, We Remain,

ALTON C. WHEELER. Secretary.

FREE

is characteristic of our eye examinations. Our tests are unerring and your eyes are safe in

Happy and Prosperous

GEO. R. MORTON. President.
JOHN B. ROBINSON, Vice-President.
GEO. C. FERNALD. Treasurer.

cured.

if Bloodine. It has done me a world
of good; it has stopped the hemorrhages; and I am feeling much better.
Signed, Mrs. Octavia E. Carpenter

a

IS IB

Hemorrhage of the Bladder
Marshfibld, Vt., Oct. 22, 1904.
The Bloodine Co., Boston, Mass.
Dear Sirs:—Please send me six bottles

clothing store

you

Soutli

Leading

help you,
it to you
money for it and will return
Tor the asking.

first

F. H. NOYES CO.

is

Such positive proof has been shown
we
us of the merits of BLOODINE that
ask anyone who has the least doubt
about this remedy to try it on our personal guarantee. If you have no appeDied.
tite, a lame back, pain in the kidneys,
mucus in tbe urine, cloudy urine, brick
In South Paris, Dec. 25, Mrs. Hannah (Con- dust deposits in urine, frequent urinatwell). wife of Andrew J. Lord, aged 79 year*.
in children, scanty
in South Paris, Dec. 28, Mrs. Sarah, wife of ing, (bed wetting)
Spofford Flint, aged 84 vears.
urine or any Kidney, Liver, Bladder or
In Lovell, Dec. 18, Mrs. Ellen W, wife of |
Blood disease and if BLOODINE does
Mo-cs Remis.
In Dlxflelil, Dec. 16, James Widber, agcl
wo do not want your
not

a

YOURS TO SERVE,

Bloodine.

Married.

at

New Year's Resolve, to Visit Us.

a

The Greatest Discovery

Norway, Dec. 15, to the wife of W. S. Sloan,
daughter.
In North Lovell, Dec. 21, to the wife of Max
Eastman, a son.

yea.·*.
In East Waterford, Dec. 17, Infant son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles W. Uammonjjgcd 3 weeks.
In Sumner, Dec. 24, George w. French.
In Rumford, Dec. 18, J. W. Ruzzell, aged 73
years.
In Roston, Dec. 12, Mrs. Lena S. Freeman,
wife of Henry H. Freeman, foimerly of Norway, aged 37 years, « months.
In Welchvllle, Dec. 20, Horace A. Bennett,
aged <>3 years, 4 months, 10 days.
In Huverhlll, Mass., Dec. 21, Kryce Burnett
Harden, aged 20 years, 8 months. 24 days.
In Not way, Dec. 20, tllen Geary, aged 70
years, 6 months, 20 days.
In Soi way, William Koltert Hcnuan, aged 49
years.

Whenever in quest of merchandise found

Paris.

NOTICE.

a

during

will

good

You Will Have to

—

Wearing

South

It was clear to him ness.
that this was an attempt to take adFRANK A. SHURTLEFF,
vantage of his position as a rich man
Secretary.
He
without experience in literature.
South Paris, Dec. aS,
52-1
happened to be on friendly terms with
a well known Journalist, and the hapPROBATE NOTICES.
py thought occurred to him to send To all perrons Interested In either of the estates
hereinafter named :
the manuscript to the great litterateur
At a I'robatc Court, at l'art», In vacation, In
and critic with a businesslike inquiry, and for the County of Oxford, on the 'JCth day of
In the year of our Lord one thousand
for
I
should
think
Dec.,
do
get
"What
you
nine hundred and eight, the following matter
this?"
thereupon
having been presented for the action
Οκηεκκυ :
The journalist was equal to the ος· hereinafter indicated, It is hereby
That notice thereof t>e given to all persons Incasion. After reading the manuscript terested, by causing a copy of this order to be
In the Oxhe returned It with the laconic answer published three weeks successively
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
written across the top sheet, "Five Tails, In said County, that they mav appear at a

issuing the book.

of your
may merit the continuance
this new year.

Frothingham, Make

W. 0.

a son

In Buckfleld, Dec. 23, by Rev. A. W. Pottle,
Mr Arthur w. Jacobs of Hartford and Miss
Dell* M. Jordan of BuckOeld.
In Lovell, Dec. 21, by Rev. J. W. Card, Mr.
Ralph O. Charles and Miss Carrie E. Hulibard,
bo h of Lovell.
In East Sumner, Dec 25, by W. Π. Eastman,
Esq., Mr. George E. Gregory and Miss Lliltan
F. liobbs, both of Hartford.

you their thanks for your

Rubbers made.

In Norway, Dec. 16, to the wife of Harry Isaac-

son,
In

myself."

What He Ought to Get.
A popular Loudon millionaire made
his vast fortune by his business ability. Thinking that, as he had been so
successful In trade and finance, he
must also succeed in literature, lie did
as others have done—wrote a book of
travels. Having a proper pride in his
own work, he expected to receive a
fairly good price from his publisher

to the wife of Abel

Dec.

In South

—

business year extend to
patronage and hope they

present

at the close of the

Best Fitting

time ago m to the liquor problem and
the attitude the Methodist Episcopal
church takes in relation to lioenae I decided in the first place that I could not
do a truer or clearer thing than to quote
yon from the discipline published this

—

................

Glove Rubbers

MARKED FOR DEATH.

Rochester. N. H., Deo. Θ, 1908.
"Three years ago I was marked for
Field, Went Paris, Me. :
In answer to your queries of some death. A grave-yard cough was tearing
Doctors failed to

which outrages the divine law of love
will never obey the police regulations of
men.
Therefore it must be destroyed,
and with our bishops we 'pledge eternal
enmity to this foe of God and man.'
"Our purpose is its extinction; our
battle cry, Ά saloonless country, a stainless flag.' We condemn the license
policy. It is vicious in principle, and
utterly inconsistent with the purposes of
enlightened government, and in practice
a protection to a traffic which is inherently criminal in its nature. The
liqaor traffic 'cannot be legalized without sin.' We stand for the speediest
suppression of the beverage liquor
traffic. Under that divine law of absolute right which is the source of all
human law the only proper attitude of
civil government toward anything so
harmful as the liquor traffic is that of
absolute prohibition. We are in favor
of reclaiming, never to be surrendered,
every foot of territory which can be
wreeted from the liquor traffic as an
additional base of operations for further
aggressions, which shall not cease until
the world shall know no more this crime-

Blue Stores

GOODYEAR The

iir. Ε. E.

Π. P. Frost is fast clearing the timber
from the Weston Frost homestead. R.
K. Morrill and crew are at work on the whole state has banished the saloon,' we
recommend that our people participate
timber with teams.
David A. Jordan is in Albany caring in every wise movement for local profor his brother, Albert O. Jordan, on the hibition, commonly known as local
old home place.
option, as a step toward state-wide proMrs Mary Lowell of Augusta was call- hibition, and then for state prohibition
ed to Norway thie week on professional as preparation for that national victory
work. Mrs. Lowell is one of the best which, in the fulness of time, is inevitDurses in the city and has much more able in the final triumph of right."
I think that no proper interpretation
work than she can attend to.
Mrs. Ellen Geary of Pleasant Street, of this language can be made to mean
on that the Methodists
are in favor of
Norway village, died very suddenly
enlicense. New Hampshire has a local
Sunday, Dec. 20th. She has always
as I
joyed good health. Some days before option law. This law was adopted,
her death she had an attack of indigestion understand it, after long years of proand heart trouble. She was bom in Nor- hibition. In many places as in Maine
of Wil- tho law was badly enforced, and many
way June 1st, 1S39, the daughter
liam and Rebecca Churchill. She mar- good men thought that a good license
children
Two
law would be better and aleo add some
ried John Geary in 1857.
survive her, Ioa Haskell, wife of Frank revenue to the state. To show you how
Haskell, formerly of Harrison, and Wil- tho people of New Hampshire like
liam C.-Geary of Bethel. Services were license, there are in the whole state but
bold at her late residence by Rev. Merrill twenty-five towns and five cities that are
D. Ward. Interment at Pine Grove not under no license.
The claim that license will reduce the
cemetery. Beautiful floral tributes.
Mills taxes is very fully answered by the fact
Henry 0. Wilbur of Bolster's
bas purchased the John P. Judkins place that the rate of taxation in license towns
or lias increased more than three times as
»t Steep Falls or lower Main Street
what was the Mary P. Cullinan home- much as in no license towns. If I have
not answered your questions I shall be
stead.
The
following officers of Norway glad to do so.
Sincerely,
Grange will be installed Saturday, Jan.
Β. K. Dow,
îth, by State Grange Chaplain, Rev. J.
Pastor of First Methodist Episcopal
EL Little. The officers are:

Sec.—Mrs. Mary Perry.
talking division tbere are
Ceres—Mrs. F. P. Towne.
talking union. As the time approaches
Pomona—Mrs. Whitney Buck.
Maine
of
the
Legisfor the assembliug
Flora-Mrs. H. C. Oxnard.
Mrs. Andrew J. Lord died Friday
and
Foxof
Dover
citizens
the
L. A. 8.—Harriet V. Buck.
lature,
morning at tbe residence of J. H. Lin- croft are beginning to renew the disG. K.—H. C. Oxnard.
have
Librarian-Mrs. Alice Marstou.
scott, where she aud Mr. Lord
cussion. It is now believed that a large
Chorister—Grant Abbott.
made their home with their daughter,
the
favor
towns
both
of
projmajority
Mrs. Liuscott, for some years. The ect. The
Sara Danforth is worklug at smitey s
villages have long been one in
clerking.
funoial Sunday aftornoon at the house
but name and municipal store during the holidays
everything
K-v. C. A. Brooks of
was attended by
The remains of Bryce Barnefct Hayden,
and in many instauces the
government,
Norway. Mrs. Lord, whose maiden taxes assessed in both towns are for the son of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel H. Hayden
were brought to
name was Hannah Canwell, was iu her
same purpose and frequently for the sup- of Haverhill, Mass.,
He has
eightieth year. She leaves a husband,
of the same institution, regardless Morway for burial Wednesday.
port
with
his
one son, Asa. who has lived
passed the greater part of hie summer
of which town it may be in.
vacation at the Hayden cottage on the
parents, and five daughters—Mrs. Frank
Taxidermist G. Π. Iloxie of Dover has west shore of Pennesseewassee Lake, and
W. Perkins of South Paris, Mrs Everett
Reed of Auburn, Mrs. J. H. Linscott, three birds, very rare for this section, was well known. He was sick but a
Mrs. Fred Cushmaa, and Mrs. Fairfield which he is mounting at his shop on Lin- brief time of nephritis and his death was
coln Street, consisting of an American
Lewis, all of Paris.
great shock to his family and friends.
rough legged hawk, a snowy owl and a Ho was born in Norway May 27, 183S,
were
Christmas

high Uoenae!)

my longs to pieces.
help me, and hope had âed, when my
husband got Dr. King's New Discovery,"
says Mrs. A. C. Williams, of Bao, Ky.
"Tho first dose helped me and improvement kept on until I had gained 58
pounds in weight and my health was
year.
This medicine holds
"An enlightened citizenship and a fully restored."
Epworth League, Sunday
rrlday evening.
for coughs
evening, β 00 P.M.
vital piety demand the utter destruction the world's healing record
Pastor.
E.
S.
Cotton,
Rev.
Baptist Church,
of a traffic so accursed. The liquor and colds and lung and throat dise'asee.
Prcachlng service, 10 Λ0 A. M.; Sabbith School,
Sold under
It is in- It prevents pneumonia.
12.00 M.; Prayer Meeting. Sunday evening 7 P. traffic cannot be reformed.
at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'β
guarantee
institution
M., Wednesday evening, 7:30.
An
unreformable.
herently
Trial bot50c and
Tuesday evenlDK·
Univenallst Church. Rev. 8. Q.
Paetor. Preaching service on Sunday at 10 Λ
A. M. Sabbath School, 12.00; Y. P.C.U. meet
lng, 7.00P. M.
Methodist Church, Rev. C- A. Brook·. Pwtor,
Preaching service, 10:30 A. M.; Sabbath School,
1200 M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7Λ0 P. M.,
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeting

Treasurer—A. E. Shurtleff.
Junior Wanlen—H. T. Thayer.

J. F. Plummer has something special
to say to his friends and patrons in his
advertisement this week, in connection
with the New Year.

or

Calais will reach it· centennial In |
The Methodist Church and License.
(Thla letter tu written in response to an In- April of this year, having been incorquiry prompted by the peculiar statement porated as a town in April, 180Θ. At I
mtde to Mr. Field by an evidently uninform- that time it bad 250 inhabitants.
ed
that the Metbodlet church favors

NORWAY.

John's Letter.

rare

were

Mv line of Suit Cases and Bags is larger
for the baby ?
than ever. They make an excellent New Year's Gift.
"""

ΤΛΜΞβ

INT.

OX Main fllt.v

FAVOR, Prop.,
Norway, Malno.

Τι tii8 Horse aid Dairy Men! Save
I have the facilities for handling

GRAIN

"Kxsrissiarsasra^sr

A. C. Maxim,

The best oi
of Plumbing Goods.
No ole
South Ρ&Π8· oak woodwork for closets.
see this line.
and
Call
Job
Weet PariB goods.
Nc
bing promptly attended to.

f

J

Mills.
Two ϋΛΓ-ΐΐΐο

■y

A. C.

charge

'9

We have

hand

now on

supply

a

eus-1

conversation and sociability. The table
may be decorated as for a luncheon and

o:

FRESH MEATS

Guaranteed.

A little out of the way
at reasonable
but it pays to walk.

promptly

be

WATCHES. CLOCKS
AND JEWELRY.

With Dr.

Parmenter, Norway, Maine.

My 'laughter, Llllle Louise Sumner, having
left my bed and boar·! wlihouth a jum cauttr,
I «half pay no more bills of her contracting, an t
shall claim none of her wagee. after this >Ute
R'XjKRS C. SUMNKR
Greene, Maine, (B. F. D.) Not. 30,1U0S.
50J2.

attended

to.

some

Let

not be beat for flavor.

can

NOTICE.

All orders wil

prices.

of our Corned Bed
I
and Home Cured Ham.

Try

Farmers and Everybody.
Bring in your Saws and have them
Satisfaction guarfiled just right.
anteed. Shop opposite A. E. Shurtleff's grain m:ll, South Paris. 30.1,-09

cure

has constructed a
pyramid from three pieces, but wishes
to introduce this fourth piece so as to
build a larger one. Can you show him

King

U!

and smoke your hams.

Opp.

Grand Trunk

Depot.

No. 347.—Double Acrostic.

Small size second hand furnace
[
j in
good condition.
South Paris Savings Bank.

50-5-2.

rhyme.
Under the solemn western skies
The mountain lake In beauty lies.
Now In these primais you'll find

The A. C

name.

—Youth's Companion.

No. 348.—Decapitations.
1. Behead a kind of nut and leave a
;
2. Behead α email
kind of grain.
3. Behead
stream and leave a bird.
another bird aud louve a gardener's
tool. 4. Behead a musical instrument
and leave another musical instrument.
5. Behead a carpenter's tool and leave
a narrow passage. G. Behead part of a

ERY, TOOLS, STOCK, AND
ENTIRE EQUIPMENT.

A good stock of Machine Screws, Bolts, Nuts, Etc.
Pipe, Fittings
Valves and Plumbing Supplies. Electric Power and Light. City Water
machine work and

general repairing

in

doing a good business
plumbing. Address,

order and

ο

Shurtleff Grain and Feed
Mill, with the same crew,

iab?e

»ould
jOU'
>f

u·

s°ld at market

The

price.

same

grade

Call and

be

can

bought

in

kept

grain

a

ground together

mill.
for

SHURTLEFF,

AS
GOOD

newspaper for busy people, almost a
and your Rural Piree Delivery Carrie 1
brines it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
and contains all the most important news of The Dail;
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have no
time for a daily newspaper you may oe kept in close toucl
with all important news of the world at a very small cost
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKL1
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, butyou can secure it wit!
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat

metropolitan
good as a daily,
is a

AS
A

DAILY

Botl) Papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEW
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, wil I
bring you a free sample copy.

Pianos

Organs.

s

Large Stock of New Pianos and

to

buy

I

1

Organs.

Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $35, $35. Stools, Chairs an* ]
Here i 5
other musical merchandise. Write for catalog of playerpianos.
a good trade in musical instruments.

W. J. Wheeler,
Billings BlooK.

•outb. Paris,

FT .EASE

XSLeep

When in waat of

anything

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

MIND!

In

in oar lines

Maine

Oar

Paroid

Wagon Paints,

WE SELL

Floor Paints,
Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

Eoofing-The

beet of all

try imitation·.

rooflnge.

Λ

Millijan,

>

Linseed Oil,

Varnishes,
Tnrpentine,

Liquid Filler,

paints include Impervious, Heath

}

give us a call.

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
House Paints,
Barn Paints,
Roof Paints,

>

Brashes

and Sherwin-Williams.

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

hope at all.
Passenger—Confound

Don*

Screen Soon and Window Screens—We make to order. The kind that lasts
Regular sizes of doors io stock. Have jour veranda screened in
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac.
Wheelbarrows—We have

a

few first class wheelbarrows.

Call and see them.

Ttiophone· and Xlootrical Supplies—We sell "Columbia Ignition Batteries" th< I
beet for automobiles and telephones.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
eoutn Paris.

a|
j

" «

of his

pain, "off

with your shirt!"

unhappily

"
waa
But it
true,"
Ahmed Effendi concluded,
laughing,
"
man ftad no
that the contented
"
shirt Γ

The

Important Information.
other day an ingcnioua-looking

called with a
message to
the housewife that her husband had
person

entail-1 sent him

for bis dress suit, which was to
be pressed and re-done by the tailor.
"Dear me," said the housewife, "be
said nothing to me about it. Did be

I
Useful Odds and Ends.
Nut shells of all sorts are useful in look
quite well?"
helping to revive a fire, and the shells of
"Tee, mum; he
serviceare

I

the Brazil nuts
able in this way.

wuz

in

good

her.lth

Drain, roll each piece in granulated

the luok! And I sugar, and put on a platter covered with
When Bloodine Rheumatic Liniment
wouldn't eat any cucumbers for dinner oiled paper to dry in the sun, or on but- has cured so
many cases of Rheumatism,
because I was afraid of indigestion.
tered tins in a alow oven.
why do you suffer with this terrible
affliction? It relieves all pain instantly.
A novel hatpin fell under my observa- 25c. and 50c. a bottle.
GUILTY OF COUNTERFEITING.
unscrewPassing counterfeit money is no worse tion recently. aPart of the headfilled
with
hollow top,
than substituting some unknown worth- ed, revealing
Statistics—Of the 1001 young women
less remedy for Foley's Honey and Tar, common pins. What a useful article to who fainted last
year, 987 fell Into the
the great congh and cold remedy, for have on a long trip or a picnio, when arms of
men, two fell on the floor, and
The
calls
for
are
there
pins!
pin
and
always
that cures the most obetlnate coughs
one into a water butt.
showed nothing remarkable except on
heals the longs. F. A. Shurtleff ά Co.
close investigation.
Foley's Orino Laxative onres ohronio
•Ί compel my daughter to practice
Apply glycerine to a scald directly the constipation and stimulates the liver.
four hours a day," said Mr. Camrox.
"Bat yoa will make her hate music so accident happens, and oover it up with ! Orino regulates the bowel· so they will
that she will never want to go near a strips of rag soaked in glycerine. If tbe, aot naturally and yon do not have to
apply salad oil > take purgatives continuously. V. ▲.
glycerine la not at
piano!"
Shurtleff A Co.
Γη the same way.
That's what I am

|

I

<

hoping."

hand,

TRUE S ELIXIR
57 years this old household remedy
has been known and used by the American public. It
Is the best remedy
for old and yocnjf.

Relieves Consign·

the
Stomach and Bowels, and ex pris all
worms. ricKi.iut
to take. Childuu
like it.

,tlon, regulates

Tkls

At All Drus 'ut '·
3$e., }oc.. $i.oo.

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

Optician.

NOTICE.
la the District Court of lb· United States for th«
District of Maine.. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
JU9. BOIVIS,
[ In Bankruptcy
of Rumford, Bankrupt )
To

the

creditors

Collector's Advertisement of Sale of
Lands of Non-Resident Owners.
STATE or MAINE.
Unpaid taxes on lands situated In the town of
Paris, In the County of Oxford, for the yet
190S.

The following llct of taxes on real estate of ν
resident owners In the town of Paris, aforesa·.,
for the rear 1908, committed to me for collection
for sal<f town on the 5th dav of June, 1900, re
main unpaid ; and notice In hereby (riven that 1!
«aid taxe*, with interest and charges are not pre
vlouiily paid, so much of the real estate taxed as
sufficient and necessary to pay the amount du*
therefor, Including interest and charges, will be
sold without further notice at public auction at
New llall, South Paris, in said town, on the dm
In February, 1909, at nine o'clock A. M.

Monday

§

05ς

i*\

*î
ι*

1
A

'lanlng, Sawing

(JHANDLEIC,

S—

5

Paris Mfg. Co
A. H. JACKSON.
Collector of Taxes of the
Town

llth, 1908.

ΝΤΛΤΚ OF

ΜΑΠΕ.

year 190$.
The following list of Uxea on real utatc of
nonresident owners, In the town of Mexico,
aforesaid, for the year 1 ». committed to
(Kb
me for collection for said town on the
•lay of June, 1!*h, remain unpaid; an<l notice la
Interest
with
taxée
If
said
that
hereby given
and lnii in·- are not previously paid, to much
of the real estate taxed a* U sufficient to pay
the amount due therefor, Including Intereat ana
chances, will be sold without further notice, at
public auction at the Town Hall In a*ld town,
on the tlrst Monday In February, 1909, at nine
o'clock A. M.

and Pictures,

ni

Έ
f>

in

I

70o

$19 30

124

8 09

100

4

230

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil specialty.

2 01

K0

β

94

150

5

70

200

β 94

50

3 IS

25

2 83

75

<85

100

4 47

4

47

150

5

70

376

11 27

25

"62

18 83

76

385

100

4 47

■

PROMPTLY REMOVING THE

CACSE, OR

9, Bang

Dyspepsia cannot be cured by taking
a digester, such as pepsin, because pepsin simply digests your food artificially,
and not all of the food either, for it has
effect at all on starchy foods, such
potatoes, rice, oatmeal, bread, etc.

bl

ΣΞ3
HAJAJl'S STATE ELETliAXT.

bave enjoyed most of all if they bad
been allowed to go to India would be
tbe sight on every band of huge elephants working like horses and even
like machines. Natives of India capture wild elephants and train them to
work, jnst as white men have captured
horses and tamed them. The Asiatic
elephant is much more intelligent than
tbe African elephant, which cannot be
trained to do anything, but Is valuable

only for its tusks.
The Asiatic elephant lifts und piles

up logs to build houses and stones to
form walls and bridges, putting them
in place with even more exactness than
many men can do. The elephant's eye
Is very correct.
In our country you bave perhaps
in brickyards machines that
seen
grind the clay which is afterward used

NOTICE.
The regular annual meeting of the «took holdof The Citizens' Telephone ami Telegraph
Company for the election of officers for the enduing year ami report of the past year's business
doing·, will tip held at the Assessors' office,
South Parle, Maine, January 4th, 190», at7.30 p.m.
C. W. UOWKER, Clerk and Treasurer.

era

In India elephants
hi brickmaklng.
tread the clay used for this purpose,
making It line and smooth. A baby
elephant is as frisky as a kitten, frolicking around its mother and even
Sometimes
playing tricks on her.
when a herd of wild elephants Is stampeding away from danger and a young
one cannot keep up with the rest It
Just curls Its trunk around Its mother's
tail and holds fast and makes her pull

Dr. Austin

Tenney,

OOUllSt,
Will be at his

Norway

office

over

F. Ridlon's grocery store, Main

Friday,

It along.

Dec.

■

C.

St.,

18lh,

The

Filter

Dairy

and

Strainer

Is one of the greatest Sanitary inventions of the age.

No farmer should be withWe have arrangout one.
ed with

W. WALKER & SON
to

sell

our

goods

la Thle the Line?

Rumford, Tuesday, Dec.

Eyes

n.

examined free and all Glasses

warranted

satisfactory.

At Home

Office, 31 Lisbon St.,
Lewiston, every day except Fridays.
;·. r.

ixl

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

ICletTMj ftr.4 beautifies the h*ir.
I PronioM · laiiuiftnt growth.
I Never Fail· to Bestor· Gray
I Hair to It* Youthful Color.
■ Curt* scalp dmri ft hilr fftlJuig.

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United Statea for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

In the matter of
)
LAURA M. LaROCHE,
In Bankruptcy.
of Rumford, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Laura M. LaRoche, In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 14th day of
Not., A. D. 1908, the said Laura M. Latti che was
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the flrst
meeting of her creditors will be held at the
office or the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
Parts, on the 30th day of December, A. D. 1908, at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appointa trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
South Paris, Dec. I, 19%.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

in

the

towns of Paris, Norway,
Oxford and Hebron, who
will be pleased to show
The
them at any time.
shape and construction of
these filters is such that they
can be used on a pail, jug
Read what
or any vessel.
the Press says of this wonderful invention.

Willard M'f'g Co.,
Lewiston,

ΙΟ Α. M. to 4 P. SC.

At

'20,
ι- Ν
1Γ·
Reuben It» nr,
Kimball
baw
s n'a II
.how
J. B. Redmond, ui
boute on River Road, a<ijolnlPI5
Lovejoy Brother»' house
Joseph Simmons, lota No·. 13, 14,
Kimball Purcbaae
Fred Stl lman, lot No. 107, Lucy

as

There is just one way to cure dyspepsia and stomach disorders, trivial or serious, and that is to tone up or put
energy into the stomach walls, so that
they will be able to properly mix or
churn the food.
Mi-o-na tablets cure stomach troublée
by putting strength and energy into the
stomach. They quickly arouse the stomach from its inaction, and in a short time
it ie able to do its work properly.
Mi-o-na is successfully used in vomiting of pregnancy, in car or sea sickness.
And bear in mind that when the stomach is in good condition, constipation
disappears, also nervousness, drowsiness,
night sweats, heartburn, otc.
P. A. Shurtleff Λ Co., the druggists,
sell Mi-o-na tablets at SO cents a large
box, under a rigid guarantee to do all
that is claimed for them, or money back.

Haine.
60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Patents

TRADE MAIM·
OCSION·
Copyright· 4c.
Anyone sendlnf * skctch and description ma?

quick!? ascertain our opinion free whether an
Invention is probablepatentable. Communications strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patent·
•ent free. Oldest agency for Seconal paient*.
Patents taken through lluun A Co. noelT·
iptelai notice, without charge, In th·

Scientific American.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Lanreet circulation of any eclentiB·· Journal. Term·. $1 »
year : four month·, |L Bold by all newsdealer·.

}

Cod—Freddy Scales promised
to drop me a Une today. I wonder If
Miss

this, u it?

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed administratrix of the

An Alphabetical Wooing.
The Chinaman pralaeth hi· Ta,
The mandarin pralaeth hia Q,
Tbe gardener pralaeth hia turnip· and Pa,
But I praise U.

estate of
FRANK A. KENISTON, late of Lovell,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make
payment Immediate!v.
Dec. 1Mb, 1908.
BERTHA G. KENISTON.

The mariner toveth the Ca,
The bllliardint loveth hia Q,
The husbandman loveth hia cattle and B'a,
But I love U.

IfOTICS.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
baa deen duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of
PARIS E. ROGERS, late of Brownfleld.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased an
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay-

The foollah have need of the T'a,
The actor needeth hia Q,
The pilot bath need of two excellent Γ·,
But I need U.
The hunter aeeketh the J*a,
Tbe ahepherd aeeketh hia U,
The oollege boya aeek their Anal B. A.'·,
Bet ICQ.

*Pliils4elpWs

!

ment Immediately.
Dec. Util, 19».

FRANCIS A. FOX.

14 W
16 β

■

MONEY RACK.

do

47

4

800

525
Ferland,
t- N.
V'. 60, 81, 62, 66,
Paul Ri.fi
800
PlItblM
67. t.
.m
S. II. R« -bl;',
rly wned by
A r\ -fia-rl1*·" near C. H Whitman
balîC* 'o* No.
fart biin»·-

UY

3 23

100

"lerly owned by Alfred

Roa·

W

·

Î5

100

Kimball I'urchase
K. A. Powers, lot No. 1, Highland
Tcrrnce, house and lot on River

47

818

*6

SO

L M. TUFTS,

MAKES ASTONISHING CIRES

Nfl

is

>

Portrait Work

51

11

51

g

Mouldings <$,.

High Grade

of Pari·.
50-02

Unpaid uxe- on lands situated In tbc town
to Mexico, In the County of Oxfonl, for tbc

U

&

19.14

Collector's Advertisement of Sale of
Lands of Non-resident Owners,

Mats, Mirrors

DYSPEPSIA

j

5.28
Powter mill lot
Hammoml, D. 8., Heir* of, homestead,
9.90
North Paris
McArdle, Wui. C., Stand and land west of

The Oirl Who Qains Popularity. < Vett Sumner,
....
Maine.
ited N'abha, the ruler of that region
I·
The girl who makes friends wherever
w
Ό
honin
their
had a splendid procession
Ο
C
sho goes is delightful. She is ready for
show
of
the
or.
One of the features
i
and never throws cold water
anything,
was
He
was an illuminated elephant.
on your plans.
Sbe generally sees the
t8
β
splendidly adorned from head to foot funny side of things, and she lias such a
ί~.
S
with embroidered cloths, chains, beads whole-hearted way of describing them
ζ
a
was
back
his
them
if
had
seen
and fringes.
feel
as
tbat you
Upon
you
l'hlllp Ash, house and lot, No. 61,
·
Whitman Addition
magnificent howdah, which Is a sort yourself.
Albert A Hard, lots No*. 21, £7, Mexico
in
doea
not
retail
She
saddle
gossip, though,
of covered and curtained
Heights
know how to be spitewhich the passenger or guest of honor and she does not
Charles Be rube or uuknown, lot No.
or sarcastic, or bitter, and she never
25, Gleason Purchase
sits. The elephant driver is called a ful,
A. Itemler, 50 acre» of land adjoining
to produce an impression.
He «Its generally upon the exaggerates
mahout.
I.a ld farm, Thompson Hill,
She knows how to be clever and funny
Lenjamln Cyr, lot No. 43, Highland
big beast's neck.
without being unkind or untruthful. She
Terrace
Frank Cyr, lot No. 46, Highland
Along each of the two tusks of the likes everybody, not considering it is ber
Terrace
rajah of Nabhu's elephant was ranged duty to suspect anyone of evil until they
Carey, lot No. 2, Uleasou PurJoseph
She prefers to
a candelabrum containing cups with have been proved good.
chase
honest
until
arthe
and
consider
Timothy Conway, lot No. 17, Saundera
world good
tiny lights In thetu. The queerest
Purchase,
it proves itself otherwise. Sbe always
Herlieit Foster, two lots on Etta P.
rangement of nil. however, was that a
for she has friends everyRtrhards' land
small stream of water sprayed foun- gete along,
Ueorge Uonya, lot on Mitchell -Street
where.
tainlike from the animal's tusks. The
where homestead wan burned
F. Oallant, lot Highland Terrace, adwater was carried somewhere upon
MEDICINE THAT IS MEDICINE.
Joining Philip Cormier lot,
a
such
In
the elephant's great body
Geo. T. Knight, lot No. 109, Uleason
"I have suffered a good deal with maPurchase
the
tusks,
laria and stomach complaints, but I
way that It spurted through
Sewell Llt'lelleld, north part of lot No.
a
but how was a mystery to white spec- have now found a remedy tbat keeps me
β, Ran» e 5, No acres 40
Charles H Lovejoy, lot No.—, Mexiwell, and tbat remedy is Electric Bitters:
tators.
co Height·
Satisfaction Guaranteed,
The rajah of Kupurthala tried to a medicine that is medicine for stomach
Emma II. Mann, lot No. 74, Rldlon
and liver troubles, and for run down
Purchase
outdo all the rest In the splendor of
Mary I. Marston, lota No*. 50, 61,
conditions," says W. C. Kiestler, of
the trappings of his state elephant.
Wliltman Addition
Bitters
Ark.
Electric
purify
Halliday,
llenrv I. Mason, lota Not. 53, 61, Rid·
The Kapurthala show beast wore and enrich the
Ion Purchase
blood, tone up the
Dana S. Mitchell, or unknown, lot No.
strings of gems about its huge neck nerves, and impart vigor and energy to
Terrace,
35,
The the weak. Your money will be refunded
SOUTH PARIS. KstateHighland
and bangles around Its ankles.
Nichols St..
of K. 0. Murphy, or unknown,
lot near and northwesterly of selectelephant rider climbed a ladder to get if it fails to help you. 50c at F. A.
men's office, formerly L. II. Reed
Sburtleff &. Co.'s drug store.
into the howdah upon its back.
land,
of
the
the
children
what
L. Mitchell, or unknown, hit
A.
Perhaps
When Tou Pat On Stocking·
former homestead, Mitchell Street,
Prince and Princess of Wales would Of the heavier sort, do your shoes pinch, ami
Abbott Surrey,
If yon uprtnkle
your feet swell anil perspire?
Percy Miller, lot Ktta P. Richards
Allen's Foot-(Case In your shoes, It will give you
Survey, adjoining Archie Bernard'a
rest and comfort, ami Instant relief from any
homestead lot
Don't atSolil Everywhere, 25c.
annoyance.
Patrick McUratb, lota No·. 97, 98,
'09
to

MI O XA TABLETS Cl'RK

«·

<çî

——

Picture Frames

M·

4 47

150

6

&

F. A.

PERKINS, Collector

70
*2

2tî

50
Richard· Survey,
William Tyler, lota Nos. 5, 8, Saund.
2W
ere Purchase
Fre<l Tucker. 2 acre· of C. M. Kimball farm, with bulhllngs thereon,
lot· No·.
2, Penley Survey,.... 2,0W
Β. I. Wood, lot* No·. 71, 72, Kimball
200
Purchase
Mrs. Fannie M. Wing, John Tooth100
aker land, «ο-called
Woodward and Lowe, Mexico Heights,
•o known, formerly C. M. Kimball

land

<

w

I»
&I
M

44

·,

■*

4

47

Ι,ύυΟ 51 it
Taxt.

of

Mexico, Maine, December 19th, 190)*.

Collector's Notice of Sale of Lands
of Non-Resident Owners.
«TATE OF ΜΑΜΕ.
Unpaid Use» on lands aUuauM In the t-wi
Upton, In the County of Oxford, for tbe

?

<

u

The following lUt of taxes on real ctuu
non-resldcnt owner* In the town of VT| t in, sfore-

said, for the year 190ti, committed to mr for
lection for said Town on the 12tb day Of
l'AW, remain unpaid ; anil notice In hereby ►-See
that If said taxes with tetHMUd ClMJ
not previously paid, so much of the nul estate
taxed an In «ulttclent and necessary to p.ty
amount due therefor, Including Intereat
chargée, will bo sold at public auction at ·■
house, In «aid town, on the first Monday
February, ΙΛΟ, at nine o'clock a. m.

!

ο

%.>S

Ο

S
—Ε

■p.

m

%*

I

W. T.

11

t:.··

I

la

Η-ί
ν

β

u

<=-i

Klllngwood, the Alpheus Rallsr!
home»tead, so-called, containing ΙΟυ
acres. more or
less, value! al
p
I
$«50.00, UX
Dr. Pavl-, Forest Lodge lot on Rapid
River, 1 acre, more or le·*, value
5W
#400.00, tax
Λ. W. JUDKIN8, (.'ollector of Tax·
I
of
of the town
pton.
l'it ο it at κ

noTicK».

To «11 perçons Interested In either of the Keu.· »
hereinafter named :
At a 1'robate Court, held at Pari*, tn .n.l
f
for the County of Oxford, on the thirl Tues la
Dec., In the year of our I^rd one thousand
nine hundred and eight.
The following matter
having been presented for the action therein a
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Obdkkkp
That notice thereof be given to all per»on» interested, by causing a copy of this order i·· '«
three weeks successively In the <>i
published
fori Democrat, a newspaper publlsbe<l at .South
In
said
Parts,
County, that they may appear at s
Probate Court to De held at said I'srl· on
the third Tuesday of .Ian., A. D. It**, it 9
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heart turre
on If tbey see cause.
Kllbon Per bam, late of Woodstock, d«
ceased; will, codicils thereto and petition '"r
thereof and the appointment of »·<·>-'K<
probate
W. Q. Perham as administrator with the will sn
n -xed, presented by Qeorge W. Q. Perbsm. son
and heir.

A LOW PRICE
—

Wool
to close out odd

ON

Hiram M. Everett, late of Hebron, de
ceased: final account presented for allowance
by It. J. Everett, executor.
Dsvld Chamberlain, late of Hartforl. 'It
ceased; first account presented for all.·» »u < by
Ten Brocck W. Stetson, administrator.
Jamas P. Bailey, late of Canto* dec*»·
ed: first account presented for allotfat e t>)
Mliforl A. Walte, administrator.

—

Carpets
patterns and clean

Charle· J. Cheney, late of Kumforv deceased; petition for an allowance out oKper
sonal estate presented by Rmma J. Che* f.
widow.

Fred B. Barrett, late of Andover, deceaa
cd; petition for an allowance out of personal
presented by Lydla K. Barr.lt, widow.

estate

Marjr P. Went worth, late of Brownfield,
■leceaaed; first account presented for allowance
by Arthur Merrill and William H. Wentwortb,

executors.

up stock.

Enitnt A. Barker, late of Rumford, de
ceased; petition for an allowance out of per
■onal property presented by JolU K. Barker,
widow.

Chas. F. Ridlon,

Arthvr If. Perklaa, late of Rumford, deceased; petition for order of distribution filed
by Frank C. Perkins, administrator.
AJmtra Π. Mlnard, late of Paris, deceas
ed; final account presented for allowance by
Royal A. Rich, executor.

Corner Main and Danforth

NORWAY,

Sts.,

MAINE.

Charlatta K. Fisher, late of Oxforl, de
oeaaed: first account presented for allowance by
Sarah W. Wellington, executrix.

ADDISON K. HKRR1CK, Judge of aald Court.
oopy—Attest :
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

A true

«

sis

!t

$7.13
Davis, Eliza, McAllister land,
Henry, Heirs of, or owner unknown,

\lso Window & Door Frames,

!

5

Howe,

Dec

Ί

S«»2

1

0

NORWAY, MAINE,

<

-si

°

«

Builders' Finish !

cept any tubltitule.

In U>e

Bolrln.

GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

gδ

|

Jos.

come before said meeting.
South Paris, Dec. 12. IS*.
WALTER L.

s

CHANDLER,

1

of

County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the flrl day ·,t
May, ▲. D. 1906, the said Jos. Bolrln w*«
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the flr.t
meeting of his creditors will be held al tu
office of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
Parle, on the SOth day of Dec., A. D. let#, ai
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prore their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other business as may properly

■

Kretty

Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyom
for New Year's present. Second hand pianos from $125 to $175

There are many ill· of childhood
—the majority of them trivial—
which can readilv be corrected and
cured by a timely dote of

in the golden cropa.
In winter be takes bis holiday, leaving
the snow-covered fields to recuperate
against the next season. One man went
E. W.
to the Bottineau region with nothiog.
He lived in a sod bouse, borrowed money
to start with, paid it off in no time, and
sâ went into debt for more land, a quarter
section at a time. After a decade be
CAMEL OJOTTBUS
doesn't owe a dollar, and the farm is
I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
tribe.
camel
characteristic of all the
paying him thousauds every year and ( lze or Style at reasonable prices.
one
The Arabian camel, having only
growing in value. Ile has been ofhump, is the kind that has been do- fered 140,000 for his place and laughed
The Bactrian at it. Instances such as tbese, Bays the
mesticated in India.
are so com m en as to become
If in want of any kind of Finish for Inside 01
two
has
which
upon its author,
humps
camel,
tedious. Only there is no "primrose path < HitMde work, send In your orders. Pine Lam
Arabian.
as
the
useful
so
Is
not
back,
of dalliance" for the poor man who 1 >sr and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cub.
The elephant, however, Is the "boss" starts out to harvest fortune from the
animal for all great shows In India. prairies. His pay-day will come, and I
and Job Work
The rajahs of the native states have quickly, but there is no vaudeville, no
for Sale.
Hue
Matchcd
Sheathing
some beautiful and wise ones specially "Great White Way," no shirking or
When room for shirkers.
trained for grand occasions.
W.
the IMnce and Princess of Wales vis-

cut!
con-1

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

just a little
precaution and watchfulness.

ing and gathering

I

>

Soutn Paris.

ALMOST

ha'.ed

"

,

in their children by

Dakota's Wonderful Ο rain Fields. I
John Kimberly Mumford, writing in
the current issue of Harper's Weekly,
presents a wonderful picture of the fertility and prosperity of the Dakotaa, the
granary of America. During the summer months, aaya the author, the Dakotan labors on hia great farm, harvest-

I

Als< (

see us.

A. E.

The mo«t striking passage of the
apaech, however, wu that in which the
outgoing governor advised the Incoming
ideal
governor (himself) to be true to hi·

I
withal

am '

working

iesire."

'Upon this admission they
I
the presence of the Sultan.
sand-1 bim into
"Come," cried the Sultan, weary

paint-1

of flour that I have sold for fifteer

of grain and feed
years, and all other kinds
our own grinding of Pure Oats and Corn
horses.

that

goods

any kind may be substituted.
The second style of menu consists of a
simple salad—either lettuce or nut
wicbes; hot rolls or English muffins, I
cut in halves, toasted and buttered; and I
coffee, always coffee. Ice cream and
cake follow, as in the first menu, and if I
desired nuts and candies.
The charm of the "coffee" lies in the
sociability which always exists in
group around a table and the opportunity the guests have of visiting with
without the
each other informally
amount of preparation or expense
ed by a luncheon of several courses.—Ex. I

«ras the most destitute of all the creatures of that neighborhood, a hermit, ill
nourished, ill clad, and meanly housed.
"
"It is true," said the hermit. "I
I possess all that
im a contented man.
[ want. I lack nothing of my need or

de-1
I

A. E. Shurtleff, Proprietor; Ε. H. Far=
rar, niller; A. L. Tubbs, Teamster.
this mill the best

I

j

at the Old

at

with as much variety, from a simple
center buuquet to elaborate floral designs
and candelabra. In winter a candle
j
light "coffee" is very attractive.
The refreshments eerved are usually I
is
the
servfirst
The
one of two menus.
ing of hot popovers and jelly, to be eaten
cake of any kind,
a
coffee
with
fork;
and large cups of rich coffee, for which
both cream and hot milk are passed; the
coffee cups remain on the table and are
refilled two or three times. A course I
follows of ice cream and German cakes, I
"tor's" they call them. These cakes
are of very complicated recipes and said
to be truly successful only when prepared by the German girls, who have I
been carefully trained to make them.
Io towns where delicatessen stores are
situated small German cakes can often I
be obtained, or macaroons, or cake of

the shirt of a contented man." Pleased
irith this curious advice, the like of
which no other physician bad offered,
the Sultan commanded seven contented
men to be fetched before bim, thinking
But look
to chose a shirt to his liking.
bigb and low, as his ministers did, no
contented man was to be fonnd in the
kingdom; whereupon the impatient Sultan commanded the search to be oarried
pet more distantly, even to the desert
»nd mountains beyond bis domain. After
three months, during which the Sultan
suffered excruciating pain, a fortunate
smissary chanced upon an object of the
learcb, a contented man, who inhabited
ι wretched cave in the mountains, and

arel

TUESDAY, DECEMBER ist

You will find

I

particularly
Mid spirits."
The stores of plums,
"And he seemed quite as if he knew
the
for
be
used
greengages, etc., may
what he was about?"
same purpose, and should be dried and
"He did that, mum."
saved instead of being thrown away. I
"And did he look as if he were quite
Orange peel is another article which may content with things about him?"
be treated as above. All these may be
"He was all that, mum."
in a small ornamental bag or box
wagon and leave a part of the body. 7. kept
"Well," said the lady, "it seems
near the chimney corner, as they
and
the
of
Behead another part
body
strange that be should only think of that
when dried, and will be
inodorous
quite
dress suit now, because it's 10 years since
leave a tree. 8. Behead an edible fish
at hand when required. Spent matches be's dead and
buried, and I've often
and leave the defeat of an army. 9. used in the same
found
helpway will be
how he's been getting on."
Behead a dried fruit and leave an fui and in households where gas stoves I •rondered
ancient character or letter.
are used there will generally be a large
Hoarse coughs and stuffy colds that
number of struck matches which can I may develop into pneumonia over night
thus be utilized.
ire quickly cured by Foley's Honey aad
No. 349.—Accidental Hidings.
Old stockings are excellent rubbers Par, as it soothes inflamed membranes,
Iu these quotations find eight girls'
for
polishing furniture and floors, lieals the lungs, and expels the cold from
names without transposing any letters:
faucets and brass plates. Odd pieces of I the system. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Ο such as wandering near her secret dress material can be made into servicebower.
able iron holders, or, if of serge, can be I
Youthful Frankness.
Molest her ancient solitary reign.
sewn together to make clothe for use iu
—Gray.
On leaving his study, which is In the
I
Where olive leaves were twinkling In evwashing stone eteps, scullery floors, rear of the church, the pastor of a diswindow sills, etc. Old postage stamps trict in Birmingham saw a little boy, a
ery wind that blew
There sat beneath the pleasant shade a can be used for covering empty jars, I friend of
his, talking to a stranger.
damsel of Peru.
some being put on whole and others cut I
"What was he saying to you, Dick?"
—Bryant.
in half, and arranged to form various
isked the divine, as be came up to the
Slowly she raised lier form of grace.
signs.
Her eye no ray conceptlve flung.
youngest.
tamed
to account in
be
Baskets
may
"He just wanted to know whether
-Hogg.
many ways. The email round baskets I Dr. Blank was the preacher of this
Stainless worth
that hold pound pats of butter make church."
Such as the sternest age of virtue saw.
—Bryant.
pretty pincushions if enameled or
"And what did you tell him?"
ed with gold, silver or copper metallic
"I told him," responded the lad, with
filled
must
be
Arithmetical Puzzle.
When
dry they
paint.
(
dignity, "that you were the present enLet a person select a greater num- with a bag of sawdust or bran, the top cumbrance."
ber than 1 and not exceeding 10. Then of this covered with a piece of colored
silk, and the whole finished off
Do you use an atomizer in treating
you add to it a number not exceeding
frill of silk, lace or bows of ribbon. Simi- Nasal Catarrh! If so you will appreciate
10 alternately with your opponent, and,
lar baskets that have held fruit may be
Cream Balm, the quickest
although he lias the advantage in se- enameled or painted and used as jardi- Ely's Liquid
and surest remedy for this disease. In
lectlng the uumber to start with, you nieres for pots of ferns or other plante. all curative
properties it Is identical with
Will reach the even hundred first. Three faetened together with wire and the solid Cream Balm, which is so
efMethod—You must make your addi- used in this way will form an
famous and so successful in overcoming
tions so that the sums are 12, 23, 34, fective flower stand, or small basins may Catarrh, Hay Fever and Cold in the head.
with
filled
There is relief in the first dash of spray
45, etc., to 81», when It is evident that befitted into them and
flowers, the edge of the basin being
passupon the heated sensitive air
you cau reach the hundred first.
cealed by using moss or crimped paper. I
All druggists 75c., including
ages.
—"Ex.
spraying tube, or mailed by Ely Bros.,
What Are They?
30 Warren St., New York.
What tree should be able to call lta
This for the Complexion.
father?
"Slie eaye her husband is not a good
"When preparing for bed the face
washed with provider.
What tree do you carry In your should be thoroughly
"He isn't," answered Miss Cayenne.
warm water and a good soap or finely
haud ?
ground oatmeal." After this a light "He loses so much at poker tbat sbe has
Answers.—Pawpaw. Palm.
massage with cold cream will be sooth- to curtail her bridge playing."
ing and beneficial, followed by a douche
Key to the Puzzler.
with cold water to close the pores. If MRS. McRANEY'S EXPERIENCE.
No. 330.—Charade: Dust-brush.
the cold cream has been rubbed thorMrs. M. McRaoey, Prentiss, Miss.,
No. 337.—Beheadings and Curtailoughly into the skin—which is neceesary writes: "I was confined to my bed for
the
wind
ments: Har-bln-ger, dls-plea-sed, con- for a dry skin or one dried by
three months with kidney and bladder
flue-nce, pre-hens-lou, dis-hear-ten, per- and cold—it is better not to leave any trouble, and was treated by two physithe
for
skin
the
on
cream
cians but failed to get relief. No human
eon-ate,
com-place-uce, dls-cord-ant, superfluous
Even if the cold water is not tongue can tell how I suffered, and I bad
pro-port-lou, dls-pen-sed, pre-fat-ory, night.
used at the end the cream should be given up hope of ever getting well until
dis-uiay-lug, n»lg-no»e-tte, cap-lll-ary,
wiped off. The face may be washed in 1 began taking Foley's Kidney Remedy.
his-trlo-nlc.
hep-tar-chy, rep-eat-lng, the same way in the morning with a lit- After
taking two bottles I felt like a new
re^alr-lug, def-ray-lng.
tle lees soap and cold cream, but with person, and feel it my duty to tell sufferNo. 338.—Numerical Knlgma: Be Just more cold water at the end to prepare it ing women what Foley's Kidney Remedy
•nd fear not.
for the cold air outside. One cannot be did for me." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
too careful about washing the hands
No. 339.—Charade: Cat-a-logue.
or
Cora—Yes, he asked me to make bim
No. 340.—Broken Words: 1. In quires carefully before washing the face,
cold creams or happy for life.
it with
—Inquires. 2. We steru—western. 3. annointing
lotions. The necessity of having an
Dora—And you refused him?
A shanty—Ashantee. 4. Band Anna—
Cora—Yes.
absolutely clean cloth, if a cloth is used,
bandanua.
is too frequently overlooked. Bleaches
Dora—It was kind of you to do just
No. 341.—Fox and Geese Puzzle: The and lotions should be
applied to the face what he requested, dear.
be
fox
aud
of
the
geese may
and neck with
position
pieces of antiseptic
Do you have that dark brown taste in
reversed by the following moves: Fox absorbent cotton.—Harper's Bazar.
t to 2, goose 5 to 8, fox 4 to 1, goose G
your mouth every morning when you
awake? If so, you are bilious and should
White Bedspreads.
to 7, fox 2 to δ, goose 7 to 4, fox 1 to 7,
The cheapest of white-enamel bed- take two or three of those little Bloodine
Koose 8 to 2. fox 7 to G aud gooee 2
steads may be made attractive with Liver Pills. Easy to take, never sicken,
lb 3.
and at the same time inexpensive weaken or gripe. 25 cents, mailed by
No. 342.—Spilt Words: 1. Ac-he, et-lr, dainty
If one is only wise enough The Bloodine Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.
trappiogs.
Inch.
8.
2.
8c-ar,
Iielr.
Sp-ln, mu-ch.
to select a bedstead with simple, gracewant.
5.
"Why do you invariably predict the
fl-ea, area. 4. Io-wa, hu-nt,
ful lines and one in which the expense
have had in years?"
Ch-ar, am-ld, arid. G. Et-ta, la-me, lies in the quality of the enamel used, coldest winter we
"Well," answered Professor Blather7. Ac-he. re al, heal. 8. Ch-ar, instead of in brass ornaments, the retame.
"if it comes true people necessarily
Initials of new words ward will be great. The plain, graceful ton,
dr-ab, Arab.
And
roe credit for great wisdom.
minus brass give
white enamel bedsteads
«1*11 Hiawatha.
if it doesn't come true they are too
No. 343.—Hidden States: New York, knobs and scrolls of all kinds, just heavy thankful to hold any grudges."
firm and practicable withNew Jersey, Maine, Utah, Georgia, enough to be
out being clumsy, are both sanitary and
More people are taking Foley's Kidney
Ohio, Iowa, Oregon.
in a dainty, light bedroom. ComRemedy every year. It is considered to
nothined with white-enamel furniture
be the most effective remedy for kidney
A PERSONAL APPEAL.
ing could be prettier. If one wishes to and bladder trouble* that medical
If we could talk to you personally have the rest of the furniture painted a science can devise.
Foley's Kidney
about the great merit of Foley's Honey light, delicate gray, lavender, pale green,
Remedy corrects irregularities, builds up
and Tar, for coughs, colds and lung etc., and artistically stencilled the bed
worn out tissues and restores lost vitalitrouble, you never could be induced to may be made to match. Unless some
ty. It will make you feel well and
experiment with unknown preparations definite color scheme of this kind is to be look well. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
that may contain some harmful drugs. carried out throughout the room, howFoley's Honey and Tar costs you no ever, it is better to have a plain white
"Do you think, colonel," asked the
more and has a record of forty years of bedstead than a colored one.—Harper's
beautiful girl, "tbat there is ever likely
cures. For sale by F. A. Shurtleff «ft Co.
Bazar.
to be another clash between the North
and the South?"
a
faultMrs. Bacon—Is your husband
Crystallized Orange Peel or Orange
"No," be replied a little sadly, "what
finder?
Straws.
would be the use, my dear youog lady,
Mrs. Egbert—No, I can't say that he is.
now? Most of
Save all the orange skins from the of trying to save the South
He's always looking for some faults in
table and throw them into a large crock it has gone dry."
finds
'em.
he
ever
I
can't
but
me,
say
filled with salt and water, about a cnp of
Are you tortured to death dally with
Beer drinkers and others who suffer salt to a gallon. When it is full wash
with Bright's Disaee, Diabetes, Baok them in two or three waters, scraping Eczema? Why suffer when Bloodine
Ache, or any Kidney or Bladder Trouble ont the white inside. Simmer gently, Ointment will give you instant relief and
50c. a box mailcan be cured if they will take Bloodine changing the water from time to time, permanently cure you.
Blood and Kidney Tablets. 50 cents a till all trace of the salt disappears. ed by The Bloodine Co., Inc., Boston,
box, mailed by The Bloodine Co., Inc., Drain, and with the scissors or a sharp Mass.
knife cut into very narrow strips and
Boston, Mass.
Bluffton—I said something to my
weigh. For each pound allow a ponnd
Passenger (as the ship is sinking)— of sngar and a half-cupful of water. wife last week that offended her, and
add
whata
water
Boil the sugar and
moment,
she hasn't spoken to me since.
Captain is there no hope—no hope
the orange peel, and simmer gently
ever?
man!
You
Hen peck—Great Scott,
no
tender.
or
until
minutes
at
about
all, my man;
thirty
can't remember what It vu, can you?
Captain—None

W. S. Jones, Executor of A. C. Jones Estate

iOWL
he "ei>

a

And In the llnals do the same,
A name as poet-traveler known
At home, abroad, in every zone.

Jones Machine and Plumbing Business, situated
on Main Street, South Paris, Maine.
THE SHOP, LOT, MACHIN-

running

pieces?—Spo-

A portion of the highland dress,
Λ female costume more or lees.
Λ Hash that streaks the northern eky,
Lighting the heavens far and high.
A tree that roots at llrst In air
And earthward grows to flx It there.
So swift of foot, what foe could flee?
Nephew of a great king was he.
A bridge that's mentioned many a
time.
In
but most
In
Sometimes
prose,

FOR SALE.

1

rtolemy

how to arrange the four
kane Spokesman-Review.

Penley & Plummer,

A well established business.

All in

Puzzle.

for team.

Mothers Can
Prevent Sickness

(Boston Herald.)

recognize

luncheon. In a town where it is a
novelty the hostess would be wise to invito her guests by telephone if possible,
as then she can make explanations.

The number invited to a "coffee"
varies from eight or twelve to twentyfour, depending on the number that can
be seated at the table. Occasionally the
guests are seated at numerous small
tables, but this is a departure from
torn and not as conducive to general

L. M. Ijongley,
15 yeirs expert WatchMaine
maker with Bigelow Vorway,
Kennard & Co , Boston.
All Work

βΕ19,

No. 346.—Pyramid

faroff India.

HagkM' Warning.

himself.
of duty rather than to any Itut for popu··
'There la no contentment In posseslarity. How Impreaalvely he ph rated
Ahmed Eft end I said. 'Have you not
tion,'
! earned it?' he
hi· warning:
aaked,
«peaking
gravely.
!
Ob, the boon that are waated in the
Occasionally a member of the EngThen,' be added, 'permit me, oy favor,
discussion of whether a thing will take,
λ tell yon the atory of the only content- lish royal family pays a visit to Brit1 id man.
It la yet early—not far beyond ish India so that the natives of that Instead of conaidering the qoeatioo
whether it ia right! Oh, the waate of in1 ιοοη, I think,—and thre la aome pleat- country may see and manifest their
genuity and talent in trying to aimply
There waa
1 tot instruction In the tale.
to a representative of their
loyalty
give an adminiatration that ia palatable,
1 >nce a Saltan,' he began, 'who fell ill,
white western rulers. At such time· inatead of one that ia aquare! The miatad waa greatly distressed by his ailor rajaha, of take of It liea in the
Hindoo
nnderrulers,
the
miajudgraent of the
whioh aadly Interfered with cer! nent,
the royal American people, becauae the one tiling
ain plana he had made for the conquest the various states receive
of
>f hia enemy. "▲ physician to care me," visitors with ceremonies of such pomp they will not tolerate ia the doing
! ie
oried, "that I may proceed upon my and magnificence as are never wit- that particular thing if they catch a man
j lusiness!" The court physician, falling nessed in western countries. Not so at it. They will atand for oppoaitioa if j
they think a man means what he says, i
ο cure him overnight, was decapitated
very long ago Trluce George of Wale·
the quality of one
will
he next morning. "Another!" oried and his wife
a visit to tLat land They
paid
who ia opposed to them if they think be
he Sultan; "and If he fails, aathlaone,
and saw many Strang· sights.
la atraightforward, but if any officer in a
The
ie shall aufler the aame fate."
The only drawback to this famous responsible position tries to gain b/
1 lecond physician, signally falling to ea=3
and prinduplicity what he cannot win by candor,
he Sultan's pain before dawn, lost hia visit of the English prince
lead before noon. A third, with re- cess to India is that they could not he will generally live long enough to see
narkable temerity, presented himself, have their children along to see the tbat he has made a sad mistake in hie
tod vanished from the sphere of his en- strange Bights and take part in their estimate of hia fellow countrymen.
According to New York's bold, uploavor. And so it went on, day by day, adventures. For the young people it
intil the kingdom was depleted of phy- would hnve been better than going to right, peopie-truating governor, you canof
ilciaus, save only one, who was summon- school two years, so far as learning not even fool part of the peoplethepart
facte
the time, providing you keep
"Tour
ed te the Sultan's presence.
of the case before them, and meet
Majesty is in evil case" said he. "Within things goes.
Notice the queer two toed feet of aophiatry, special pleading and selfishdt experience I have met with but one
ither so grievously situated, and he was the stately animals that draw the ness with reason, with universally apTo be cured of your camel omnibus. This two toed foot is plicable ethical principles and with the
ι donkey-driver.
ideal of the common good.
iffliction," the physician unhesitatingly
prescribed, "Your Majesty must sleep in

j :o 'L. F.' Atwood's Bitters. I keep
.hem in the house ail the time, and
your self.
I am agent for SUCRENE Dairy •hey save me a great many headaches.
to arrive a few minute· before four
ter of that palindrome and one will reaa at that hour they are to be
Feed and SCHUMACHER Stock I would not be without them."
that when he wore his o'clock,
main
meaning
Yours truly,
leated at the table and refreshment*
Feed. I call your attention to these
badges they "were lu a line."
eerved, but in another town it ia not safe
Mrs. Lizzie S. Dyer.
two feeds as they have stood the test
to expeot your guests to know this and
No. 345.—Numerical Enigma.
arrive promptly unless particularly reEveryone who values good health
and cannot be surpassed.
One day a good motherly 12 3 went oat quested. One girl who had visited in
hoald at the first sign of sickness »ak«
I have a car of Cotton Seed Meal
Milwaukee made the mistake of not exclose of "L. F." Atwood's Bitters, to 1 2 3 4 5 for her little ones at home.
to her prospective guests the
that is odd weight, so am making I hey quickly adjust tiie trouble and set As she passed the house she saw on a plaining
nature of her entertainment, and as a
t hey restore vigor to the β 7 8 9 10 11 a large 12845678
ou right,
the price low to cut it off.
ten of the twelve girla ar! red arid overworked organs and build 9 10 11 slowly making its way to the consequence
rived about four o'clock and the hostess
Be sure and get my prices on| ·> general htaJih. At the store, 3':.
a
1
were
"if
she
said,
ground. "Now,"
waited at least half an hour for the
robin instead of a 1 2 3 I should not other two guests. An Immediate reHay before buying.
have to look farther, but if I should ply to a "coffee" is as imperative aa to a
A new Lot
take that 1 2 3 4 5 β 7 8 9 10 11 home
to my little ones it might make them
7 8 9."

dev.

Strange
Sights In

nan

The Oerman "Coffees."
The German girls in Milwankee have
DeleTerminal
344.—Palindromic
No.
introduced there a unique and charming·
tion.
ly informal way of entertaining. You
•W*R* I· R*W·.
are Invited by mail, or aimply over the
The above palindrome means that telephone, to a "coffee" at four o'clock
the men "were In llnee when they took on a certain day.
The guests understand that they are
the oath." Drop the first anil last let-

Brunswick, Me., Aug. ax, 1906.
"I think there is no medicine equal

than any other mill in town.
Call and get my prices and convince

cheaper

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

The Ρuzzler

Much

Sickness

|

The Til· of th« Content*! Mas.
In an article on hi· visit to on· of the
famous writer· of Damascus, in Harper's
ι 'or January, Norman Dnnoan relate· an
Count*, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Parla, Me. ι imaging «tory u told him bj the grMt

